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Abstract

This thesis explores the effects of changing the effective damping and stiffness

coefficients on the dynamic operating characteristics of a single degree of freedom

direct-drive robot during "making" contact witha rigid environment. Altering these

two coefficients ultimately implies changing the compliance of the robot/environment

interaction. Since the compliance is changed dynamically and in real-time, the

approach is referred to as Active Compliance. The thesis prov ides insight into the

fundamental contact dynamics of a single robotic link such that the results can be used

(0 describe the dynamics of more complex multi-degree of freedom manipulator

architectures.

Active compliance requires real-time control of the damping and stiffness

characteristics and is fundamentally a dynamic force control scheme allowing the

robot to conform to the natural constraints imposed by the environment. To

investigate this interaction in lhis thesis a software simulation program and a single

degree of freedom direct-drive robot ann are developed, The thesis also clearly

defines five distinct phases associated with the process of making contact. These

contact phases are generic and apply to both mobile and fixed robots,

This study highlighted the following conclusions (1) Both mobile and fixed

robots can benefit from controlled active compliance, (2) Altering these coefficients

in real-time during the contact process is achievable. (3) The distance from the

environment is not a necessary piece of information for contact under a force

controlled contact scheme, (4) Compliance can be implemented based on a force

constraint imposed upon the robot and the environment. (5) Sensors provide control

information and must be strategically selected and mounted, (6) Ideal Damping and

Stiffness laws are developed and proven functional, (7) Friction is a significant

impedance factor which effects all aspects of the contact cycle.
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Chapter 1

1.0 Introdu ction

Compliance has been one of the main topics of robotic research durin g the past

decade . Investigating compliance has been important because mechanical structures ,

such as robots, inherently possess this attribute and more importamly there are

benefits associated with adding controlled compliance 10 the roboticarchitecture.

Daniel et al., 1985. pondered the question whether or not compliance was a - Bug or a

Pearare" . They argue -it can be a virtue " and concluded the bcnell ts of compliance

far out-weigh the disadvantages and it is an important feature necessary for

environment interaction: eeessenceof the robotic industry.

Industrial and special application robots are fundamentally designed to perform

one particu lar task. All aspects of the robot ' s environment . work envelope. joint

space singularities and load capabilities, to name a few, are incorporated into the

initial hardware and software des ign. Even more attention is given to the end-effector

of fixed and mobile robots. This dedication directly influences the cost of each roOOI

and significantly reduces the ability of a part icular robot to function effectively in



other task domains. This dedication is ultimately a limitation and it reflects the end

effector's degree of flexibility.

In terms of industrial robotic applications(fixed), there is a need to increase the

Ilexibilit}' of end-effector technology: the desirab le level of flexibility of industrial

robots has not been reached yet (Warnecke. 1985). Robots used in manufacruring

arc dedicated and thus designed to perform tasks of similar nature. The single most

important and complex mechanism for this particular application is the end-effector .

It represents the interface between the robot and work.environment. The end-effector

is a committed Interface tool designed to grasp an object of specific identity. Clearly,

a robotic manipulator capable of perfonning multiple operations in terms of grasping

and handling objects of different shapes and mater ial propert ies would significantly

enhance its usefulness. This enhancement could be facilitated by incorporating

programmable compliance into the end-effector architecture .

In terms of special application robots(mobile), such as those required for space

and under water exploration. flexibility enhance ment refers to the ability of the robot

to explore uncharted areas without the need of human Intervention - autonomous

operation. This type of operation cannot be completely preprogramrned because the

uncertainties inherent in the uncharted domains in which the robot will venture. A

key aspect in realizing this type of operation lies in the ability of each appendage to

independently cope with unstable irregular terra in. Compliance would facilitate this

ability, Luk er al. (1991) state that a great benefit of compliant controlled robot

appendages is thai the robot can accommodate mechanical imperfections both in itself

or on the surface it is contacting. In essence, legs provide an active suspension that

decoupIes the path of the body from the path of the feet (Raibert, 1986).

Programmable compliance will playa very important ro le in the development of this

technology.

In summary. fine manipulators, both of articulated end-effectors and legged



systems, which are current ly available are limited 10 the tasks they can perform (all

papers) , Increasing the flexibility of these manipulators would increase Ihe

performance and diversity of a panicu lar robot and inherently reduce the COSI

associated with its operation. More speclflcally and lmportanny. this ne.~ i"i liIY wnuhl

allow the robot to coupte its end-effector wirh the environment faster lloo in ~ l more

stable manner. One of the more significant methods of adding flexibility is hy

incorpor ating a method of implementing controllable compliance into the initial design

stages of new ma nipulators and end-effectors.

1.1 Compliance

Compliance is the tendency or ability of a structure to translate, rotate or

defonn under the influence of applied forces. The term structure refers to robotic

constituents, such as, links. jo ints and end-effectors . and actuators or could be used III

reference the object which is to be manipulated. The forces applied to the robotic

structu res can be classified as either internal or external. Both forces will impart

either purely trans lational motion, purely rotationa l motion or some combination.

1.1.1 Types of Compliance

In robotics, compliance is classified as e ither passive, semi-active or active .

These compliant effects can be found to some degree on all robotic structures and/or

applica tions and can be either intentional or unintentional. Unintemional compliance

arises from the robot structure, for example, manipulator links bend under loads, belt

slippage , motor shaft co uples and gear slippage. Intentional compliance arises from

the use of a physical device or software control strategies. This thesis is concerned



with intentional compliance. Passive compliance refers to the tendency of a structure

to displace due to the effects of externally or internally applied forces. They are

specifically designed for the application and the degree of compliance is preadjusted.

A classical example of this type of device is Remote Centre Compliance(RCC)

device. This device is mounted on the robot's wrist and allows the robot wrist to

deform during the contact process. Active compliance refers to the comrottea

deformations of a structure in response to externally or internally induced forces.

Sensors actively measure and facilitate error correction between the actual and desired

response; position control and/or force control. The externally and internally induced

forces are either torsional, translational or some combination. Semi-active compliance

is a proportionate of the two extremes.

There are four axes of compliance: lateral, angular, axial and compressive.

Lateralcompliance is the ability or tendency of a member to move slightly from side

to side while maintaining a parallel relationship with its initial position. Angular

compliance is the ability or tendency of a member to pivot from side to side. This

motion is similar to that associated with wrist action (YAW). Axial compliance is the

ability or tendency of a member to roll (CW/CCW) under the influence of a torsional

force. This is sometimes referred to as Torsional compliance. Finally, Compressive

compliance is the ability or tendency of a member to move in and out under the

influence of a translational force - spring motion.

1.1.2 Benefits of Compliance

Compliance, when used appropriately, can significantly enhance a robot's

dynamic performance. Control. stability, environment interactions, bandwidth

performance, advanced manipulation, are some of the areas which benefit from

adding compliance. If a robot ann is highly compliant, impacts with the arm will



cause safe defo rmations (Daniel et at.. 1985). This concepl can be extended and

conclude that 'a Compliant arm will absorb the impact forces generated during object

acquisition and reduce the possibility of damaging the object. Compliance ClIO reduce

or potentially eliminate the stability problems associated with non-collocated sensors

and actuators ( Akella et al., 1991: Yang and Mote. 1992; Cetinkunt and wu. 1992 I.

Delicate instrumentation will also beneflt from the energy absorbing quality of

compliance ( Zheng and Fan, 1991 ).

1.1.3 Compliance Disadvantages

There are numerous drawbacks associated with adding compliance.

Fundamentally, however, it is the time frame of implementing the compliance which

becomes the main issue . One of the penalties of implementing compliance is that

control inevitably becomes much more difficult, and unless special measures are

taken, the positioning accuracy of the ann tip will deteriorate (Daniel et al., 1985).

During non-contact position controlled tasks. compliance is not advantageous.

Compliance reduces system bandwidth and when not used expediently gives rise to

poorer dynamic perform ance (Akella et aI. , 1991: Whitney, 1987). Finally, energy

is consumed by robot drive systems where its actuators are required to support the

upper link masses and the payload (Asada and Youcef-Toumi. 1987).

1.1.4 Summary

Compliance is advantageous when strategically applied during certain task

phases performed by both mobile and. fixed robots . It is a means by which

manipulators can increase their dynamic perfonna nce and it is the current trend in



manipulator design. A task which will benefit from progranunab le compliance is thai

of making and breaking contact with the environment and that of object manipulation.

Optimally, compliance should only be activated under appropr iate circumstances.

1.2 Research Objective s

The main objective of this study is to investigate and control the process of

contact between a robot end-effector and the environment. The investigation will be

carried out both numerically and through the development of a single degree of

freedom direct-drive robot manipulator. The robot in both cases will interact with a

rigid environment. Ingenera l terms:

Investigate the effects of changingthe effectivedampingand

springcoefficientson the dynamicoperatingcharacteristics of a

single degreeof freedom direct-drive roboticann during making

and breakingcontactwitha rigidenvironment.

More specifically:

1) Develop a mathematical model to accurately represent a single degree
of freedom direct-drive robotic arm.

2) Derive a numerical model from the mathematical model for software
implementation and analysis.

3) Divide the process of making and breaking contact with the
environment into strategic phases.

4) Develop an experimental model of the robotic ann.

5) Develop an algorithm to alter the effective stiffness and damping
coefficients of the robot arm such as to facilitate the contact process:

a) Minimize the time. f'~I•• required to dissipate the kinetic



energies associa ted with conta ct, hence, minimize the senting time
between the initial contact and the steady state displacement of the
actuator tip . ' . .

b) Dissipate the kinetic energy SUbject 10 the physica l constraints of
the rnantpulator/acruarorassembly(stroke).

c) Limit the force. F;~ , transmitted throughout the kinema tic
robo tic chain,

d) Limit the force. F<>I>jt<t, transmitted to the objecn environmer u
being manipu lated.

e) Keep contact between the robot ic manipulator and the
environmen t contin uous ( no bounce ).

f) Dissipate the energy generated by impact and other
enviro nmenta l interactive disturbances adhering to co nstraints I, 2. 3,
4 and S.

g) Store impact energy for retrieval. This will be situation
dependent, for example, during runni ng gaits o f future mobile robots.

h) The distance between the actuator and en vironment shou ld nor
have to be known prior to impact.

6) The model design should begeneric such that the resul ts can be
generalized to include both mobile and fixed robot structures .



Chapter 2

2.0 Previous Work

In the literature survey, several papers were identified as key reference

material. Chapter 7.0 contains a listifIl of these principal papers. The following

paragraphs highlight specific details from the cited papers pertinent 10 the thesis

di scussion . Also indic ated ate the po sitive and negative aspects of each article in

terms of the presented thesis objectives .

It is welldocumented that Post-Contact requires some degree of compliance.

Eppinger and Steering (1986) mathematically investigate post -contact stability of a

robot mod el. coupled to the work environment through a compliant sensor, using

proportionalforce control. Their analysis uses ideal linear lumped parameter models,

both rig id and first vibrationa l modes 10 describe the robot and both rigid and

compliant models to describe the environment. They conclude that whenhigher order

robotdynamics are included in tl'r. model, contact with the environment, either rigid

or compliant, under a force control regimeis conditionally stable. This is because the

feedback control loop is regulating the contact force through a dynamic robotic



system. Kazerooni et al. (1990) investigated the contact stability of a robot during

constrained maneuvers. They verified both numerically and experimentally thatthe

stability criteria (Small Gain Theorem and Nyquist Criterion) necessitate either some

initial compliancy in the robot or in the environment. Changing the compliancy of

the robot and/or the envi ronment leads to a narrower, decrease in sensitivity, or

wider, increase in sensitivity, stability range. The stability criter ion also reveals that

no compensator can be developed to stabilize the interaction between a very rigid

robot and an infinitely rigid environment.

The transition between Pre-Contact and Post-Contact also requi res some

degree of compliance to exist either in the robot or environment. The dynamic forces

generated during this transition (impact) can be highly impulsive with peaks large

e nough to damage an object if the contact velocity is sufficie ntly large (Parker and

Paul, 1981). These impulsive forces are also transmitted through the kinematic chain

of the robotic assembly and can damage it as well as the de licate sensors attached to

the manipulator , Impact can be defi ned as, "any sudden, discontinuous. or aperiodic

loading of a mechanical system (Burton, 1968, p109)- .

The quantification and control of interactive impulsive forces generated by

robots manipulating their environment have been the subject of severa l papers,

Pa rker and Paul (1987) attempted to experimentally verify Johnson' s (1958) equations

which were developed for estimating impact forces, They co nducted several impact

tests between arious object materials (RUbber, Nylon and Brass) and fingertip

materials (Polyurethane and Aluminum). The mass of the fingen ip was O.9kg and the

object mass was 0.45kg and 1.1kg, With impact velocities maintained at

approximately 1.225 m/sec. peak impact forces generated were on the order of 150N

for the softer compliant combinations of the mentioned materials and approximately

2300N for the harder combinations . Using the greater mass for the object

approximately doubled the peak impulse forces. They concluded that peak impact

forces are a function of the following factors: fingertip mass and stiffness, object



mass and st iffness and finger impact ve locity. Therefore, reducing either of these

parameters alone or in some combination will reduce 'he forces generated upon

contact. The key point here is that altering the stiffness coefficient M:<.! Ither the

fingertip or environment will affect the magnitude of the force generated during

impact,

During assembly operations one of the main problems preventing successful

parts mating arises from resolution discrepancies between the robot and that required

by the task, for example , peg in the hole type operations. Paul and Shimano (l976)

investigated this problem. The positional tolerances of most parts mating tasks are on

the order of thousandths of an inch. while manipulator resolutions are on the order of

tenths of an inch. Increasing the positional accuracy of the manipulator is one

so lution to the problem. This will, however, require slow moving, heavy and

extremely rigid robots which is not the current trend in the robotics industry.

Another solution is to provide the manipulator with force sensors and allow it to

comply with the natural constrain ts imposed by the task. In other words, add

compliance into the manipulator architecture. Compliance will shadow positional

Inaccuracie-s and allow lower resolution manipulators to perform high resolution tasks.

It is clear from the above articles that compliance is essential during the

transition from non-contact to contact, it is required during contact and is also

beneficial du ring parts mating. Recent developments in lhe area of active and semi

active compliance are investigated in the following paragraphs,

Luk er al. (1991) designed an intelligent wall climbing robot : Robug II. It is

an agile four legged mobile robot capable of vertical ascents. Manipulator actuation

is pneumatic. Each articulated leg consists of two links and has three double acting

pneumatic cylinders . Sensors provide joint angle measurements and force

measurements. Each join t can be operated in two modes : position mode or compliant

mode . The latter is of interest. When the robot legs are negotiating obstacles.

to



climbing or walking over uneven surfaces. the compliant control mode allows the

robot to adapt to its environmen t. Thus the compliant nature of pneumatics allows the

robot to interact with its environment in a stable manner.

Liu and Goldenburg (1991) imple mented a com bination of Hyhrid Control and

Impedance Control on a two degree of freedom direct drive robot ann : Hybrid

Impedance Control. A diagonal selection matrix. S. defines which degrees of

freedom are controlled through position and which degrees of freedom are co ntrolled

through force. These reseachers conducted several experiments. one involved the

robot ' s interaction with a Variable Impedance Machine(VIM) and a second

experiment involved the robot's interaction with a stiff environment. A VIM allows

the user to predefine the inertia . damping and stiffness of the contact environment. In

the first mentioned experiment , the autho rs verified that their proposed hybrid

impedance control method is effective in dealing with the uncertaint ies inherent in

maintaining contact with a compliant environment. In the second expe riment, the two

degrees of freedom robotic arm made contact with a stift'environment. an aluminum

alloy. The test results indicate that when the end-effector approaches a stiff

environment, with a properly limited predelennined tip velocity, the contact is

bounded and stable. This is the major limiting factor of their work. If the contact

velocity must be limited below a specified value for bounded and stable contact to

occur then why not approach the environment as fast as possible and immediately

before contact set the velocity of the end-effector to zero. Zero velocity implies

stability. Also. their experiment based theory, when applied to mobile robots. could

not hold in practice. Limiting the contac t velocity of a mobile robot engaged in a

trotting gait over uneven terrain is impossible.

Akella et al. (1991) arc currently developing a semi-active Soft Fingertip using

electro-rheologfrai(ER) fluids. Their objective is to control manipulator contact

interaction through contact force control by varying the damping propenies of ER

fluids . These fluids change their phase. and consequently their rheological properties,

II



based on the electric potential applied across them. Thus depending on the finger tips

impact velocity the contact impulse forces can be dissipated through a properly

applied electric potential. Their ex perimental results show that maximum energy

removal is achieved when the force being exerted on the damper is equ al to the

maximum force allowed by the sensor and the object, Another important result was

that maximizing energy removal is not the desired response because the final position

of the finger is typically not at equilibrium. Finally, critical damping achieved the

fastest sellling time. These results suggest a solution for describing the desired

properties of the optimal ER fluid which minimized contact settling time and energy

absorbtion. They do not investigate the effects of varying the stiffness of the contact

interaction because their setup does not include a means of varying the stiffness. The

finger tip design does however include an elastic second membrane which provides a

restoring force.

A limitation of the Soft Finger tip design is that it would not be durable

enough to be used directly on the interface of mobile robots. Considering that

mobile/walking robots are on the o rder of several hundred pounds, walking over

rough terrain (concrete, mountain terr ain) would inevitable destroy them.

Incorporating the compliant behaviour into the actuators themselves would clearly be

more general and is believed to be a better approach.

Laurin-Kovitz et at. (1991) are actively involved with the research and

development of two mechanical devices: a binary damper and a tuneable spring.

Proposed is a non-backdrivabJe actuator with the mechanical elements mounted

between the actuator driver and the end effector. During interactive tasks the

mechanical elements can be adjusted to respond to a variety of tasks or react to sense

forces, positions and velocities. Still in the preliminary design stages of development

their future work involves prototype adjustment, single link manipulator construction

for passive impedance verification and high speed assembly evaluation. The

development of working ProgrammablePassive Impedancecompone nts opens the

12



door to all kinds of interesting research.

In summary, active compliance is a current area <If research. Compliance can

be incorporated into a robot structure in three ways: compliant kinematic links.

compliant actuation and compliant "skin" . The choice depends on the applicat ion und

bandwidth requirements; however, each choice ultimately provides the ability to

couple , in a stable manner, the end-effector with its environment. Compliance is

required during all phases of the contact process. It absorbs the energy associated

with contact impulse forees, it prevents sensor and robot damage and stability is

enhanced dur ing environment interactions . Two situations where assembly robots

require compliance is during object acquisition and parts mating. For mobile robots

compliance is required during making contact with the terrain upon which it

navigates. Mobile robots are still in their infancy relative 10 their fixed assembly

counterparts. Several devices have been proposed and designed to investigate

complian ce. some of which are active and some semi-active.
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Chapter 3

3.0 Experiment Models and Research Facilities

Chap ter 3 foc uses on the researc h facilitie s and other pert inent concepts

dev elo ped specificall y for the investiga tion of the benefi ts of incorp orating

programmable compliance into manipu lator arch itecture s . Initially the process of

conta ct is di vided into strategic lime fram es. These tim e windows provide the

foundation for the dynamic approach ta ken in th is thesis to contro lling com pliance

during the contact process. The numerical model and software programof the single

deg ree of freedom d irect-drive robot are develo ped followed by its physica l

counterpart. Finally the numericalsimulation softwa re model is compared to the

exper iment setup.

3.1 Environment Int eraction Phases

Environment interaction is fundamentalto therobotindustry's existence.
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Physica lly implement ing and achieving th is interact ion is complex . However. the

process of contact can beclearly separated into three distinc t main categ orie s: Pre

Comact Phase, Transitional Phase and Post-Contact Phase. BOIh Pre-contac t and

Pest-contact phases have received considerable attention since the beg inning of the

robot era in the early 1960s (An and Holler bach, 1987; Colgate and Hogan . 1989;

Kazerooni. 1987; Mason, 1981; Eppinger and Seering, 1992; Mills. 1990). The.

Transitional Phase, however, has not been exami ned in grea t detail (Mills and

Nguyen , 1992) .

Lite ratu re does not indicate a standard for referencing the various phases of

the co ntact process. Mill s (1990) refers to the process o f making and breaking

contac t as non-conract mouon and contact motion but docs not uniquely identify the

process of mak.ingand breaking contact . how ever, refer s to making contact as.

"begins with a transition " , brea king contac t with, "terminates with a transitio n" or

simply states. "transition" . Ake lla er al. (1991) refer to these phases as; Pre-contact,

Middle, and Pos-comoa phases . Anothe r term used in literature (0 describe the

contact process is, " ... the phase of the physical contact.. .(Zheng and Fan, 199 1).

Mills and Nguye n in 1992 still refer to this process as• ., .. the roho l transition 10 and

from contac t with the work environment. . . ". It is recognised that these authors were

not invo lved with the approach taken in this thesis and thus specific definitions were

not requi red.

Coup ling a robot to it! environment occurs during the Transitional Pilose and

presents a relatively unexplored domai n (Mills and Nguye n, 1992 and Zheng and Fan,

1991). As mentioned , Akella et al. (1991) refer to this phase as the middle-phaseand

furthe r state tha t an issue of conce rn du ring this phase is the need to make smoot h

transi tions fro m posit ion control(pre-co ntact) to force co ntrohpost-contact) . T he

Transitional Phase can besubdivided into two distinct intervals: Impact Phase and

Recovery Phase. These two pha ses are inclusive and based on the assumption that

contac t between the robot ic manipulator and the environme nt is continuous . The
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described contact phases are applicable to both legged and assembly type robots.

Figure I : COntact Phaseillustration.

' I'

o Pre-Contact Phasee pre-Contact Critical Phase

@TransitionalPhase

@ JrnpactP hase

@Recovery Phaseo Post-Contact Phase

Time

Figure I illustrates the phases associated with contecc. The actuator is

described by three displacement state variables X2, XI,and XOwhich are symbolic of

the actuator's length and represent a single link. The steady state actuator

displacement is represented by X,.. The described actuator is functionally generic and

further explained in section 3.2.1 . . During Pre-Contactthe actuator is stable and

maintains a prescribed "natural- length indicative of the task at hand. As the tip of

the actuator approaches the environment Pre-ContactCriticalPhase is entered.

During this phase contact is pending and preliminary calculations, for example,

kinetic energy and impact forces, will accommodate a smoother transition into Impact

Phase. The distance from the robot manipulator and the object at which Pre-Conma

CriticalPhase is entered depends upon the bandwidth of the complete robotic system.

Entering into this phase does not imply contact is eminent, howeve r, it implies that

contact is pending. The Transitional Phaseoccurs between times toaoo t1• At to' the
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actuator makes contact with the environment and is the beginning of Impact Puose.

Contact with the environment is represented by zero d isplacement . The ImptletPI/(I.f('

dissipates the energy associated with contact which is due predcmi namly to inertial

forces and impact forces . It represents a period of maximum deformation. X_ _ Tbc

R~cowry Pnase occurs between I, and t:- Th is pan of the transient response

associated with contact is defined from the maximum compression(X..) llf the

actuator. which is actually a minimum relative to zero displacement. to the steady

state displacement. Xu- Note that this phase represents a period of restoration. When

the transient behaviour of R~cov~ry Phase becomes manageab ly stable, Post-Contact

Phase is entered . Post-contact is defined for I greate r than t 2 and is characterized l'ly

stable continuous co ntact with the environment/objec t. Defining the onset of this

phase is arbitrary and is based upon the manipulative abilit ies of robot. Classical

transient-response specifications include a ±2% and ± 5 % tolerance band which

corresponds to a specific settling time . This settling time will be defined as 't. Pou

ConmaPnase is terminated by the robot's instruct ion to execute another task. hence.

thedomain of Pre-Contact is entered and the cycle continues .
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3.2 Mathematical Model

A lumped parameter model representi ng d single degree of Freedom direct

drive robot manipulator was designed to facilitate a detailed investigation of the

contact process. For the derivation of this model and its equations several Hmitanons

were imposed. Typically, the dynamic characteristics of any real world model are

never totally accounted. This is not to say thai a complete model is not desired, the

problem is thai it is very difficult to model and/or predic t every dynamic

characteristic, for examp le. impact forces . From this perspective it is appropriate to

make several assumpt ions which will reduce the analytica l complexity while still

maintaining the significant/dominant characteristics of the system. Thus the system

parameters can be analyzed individually and recorded with a reasonable amount of

confidence.

Of the three main types of frictional forces present in a mechanical system,

Viscous friction(B,.), Static friction(B.) and Kinetic friction(Bt) , only B, is used in the

model. This is justified in the following arguments . F irst of all , me programmable

damping effects are completely viscous and will be constantly varied to values far

exceeding the magnitude of St. Second of all, kinetic friction effects are scalar and

can be subtracted from the generated forces if required. Finally , even though the

effects of B. will ultimately impose an impulse force spike immediately after impact,

this can be accounted for in software if necessary, A reasonably accurate model of

the actuator can therefore be obtained by concentrating on viscous friction alone,

One of the numerical simulation's main object ives is centred around

investigating forces generated on the robot , FroM' during envirorunent interactions .

The extreme case , in terms of generating forces dur ing impact, is to have two rigid

colliding bodies. In terms of the simulation analysis the two collid ing bodies are the

robot tip and the envi ronment. Since the robot model can be programmed to exhibi t
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any degree of compliance the environmentshould be modelled as a rigid body. A

compliant environment will facilitate the contact process. The objectives of this thesis

are focused on the actuator facilitating the contact process completely. Hence.

making the environment model rigid ultimately places the environment interaction

demands upon the actuator.

1he complete actuator model is illustrated in Figure 2. It consists of two

coupled single degree of freedom linear second order lumped parameter models, the

actuator itself and a rubber tip.

_X' _

_X' _

_XO _

Mmid

./{. CfJm{'liIIIrtRIlbIJ,q
TipJForu StrlJO'

Mlip

Envil'Ollll\t1'ltJObjec:l/Irnp&elSutflCt

Figure 2: Lumped parametermodel of dlreci-drive robot model.

The dynamics of the complete robotic ann model are mathematically described by

summing the forces at each node:
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From nolle II:

From node I:

From node 0:

(3)

The term BIOI'" represents the effective damping force(s) imparted on the system. It

consists of the experiment 's constant viscous coefflclera , B. = O.llSNsim, the motor

viscous damping, 8", = O.01Nsim (refer to Appendix:A, Section A.9) plus the

programmed viscous damping coefficient, Or The term K IOM1 represents the effective

spring forcers) imparted on the system. "consists of the physical spring consum . Kc

= 18.33Nlm (refer to Appendix:A. Section A.6) plus the programmed spring

coefficient. Kp• FK,ip is the nonlinear force generated by the rubber tip and FBiif'is the

lip damping force, both arc described in Section 3.2.2.

3.2.1 Actuator Model

The actuator model is representative of many situations applicable to the

robotics industry. Its translational nature lends itself for direct comparison with

single axis linear hydraulic , pneumatic and electric drives used in prismatic and

revolute actuation. Specific locations could include actuation both in closed and open

kinematic chain configurations as well as end-effector applications. for example,

active RCC devices or a single finger/digit manipulator.
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The actuator model contains several parameters which are represcraattvc \11'a

typical robot structure. Mass Ml<>p represents the effective mass of the robot's lower

kinematic chain. For a fixed robot application thts is the linkage portion towards the

base mount. In a mobile robot, quadruped/hexaped etc. it is representative of Ihe

payload mass and the robot itself. Representing the robot as a lumped rigid mass

places all the responsibility of controlling the contact process on the actuator. Mass

Mmjd represents the effective mass of the robot' s upper kinematic chain. Fnr both

fixed and mobile robot applications this is that portion of the kinematic chain located

on the manipulatorl interface side. Mass Mtip represents the mass of the force

sensor/ rubber tip interface.

The actuator's ability 10 implement programmable damping and stiffness is

represented by Bp and Kp• The translational nature of the model implies that hoth Bp

and Kp will take the fonn of Compressive Compliance.

It should be noted that even though the model is translational in nature its

dynamical behaviour is also applicable to rotational configurations and the

experimental results of the actuator model can be generalized 10 include not only

articulated hand implementation of fixed industrial robot manipulators but also one

legged and multi-legged mobile robots.

3.2.2 Interactive Tip Model

The Actuator model incorporates a compliant interactive tip. It can represent a

robber sheath or a force sensor, see Figure 2. The tip model is dynamically

characterised by a second order mass/spring/dashpot system and helps the actuator

interact with its environment while providing the capability of maintaining contact

stability. The tip does not replace the programmable actuator ' s functionality; it
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simply allows the actuator to couple with the environment while partially absorbing

the initial impulsive forces generated during impact. It also allows time for a real

programmable actuator , which is bandlimited, to respond to the impact . Another

significant feature of the interactive tip is based upon the problem that the impact

velocity is not necessarily adjusted to accommodate the transition between Pre

Conract Phase and Post-Contact Phase. In a free falling situation. for example,

running gaits of a quadruped, modifications and adjustments to the impact velocity are

virtually impossible, therefore . to accommodate for the impact force(s) genera ted

during contact with non-compliant surfaces a compliant interface is necessary , This

compliant interface is provided by the rubber tip. In high bandwidth robotic

applications where actuation is applied through back drivable techniques. situations

may ar ise where the interface velocity cannot be sufficiently reduced. In such cases a

compneur rubber tip is necessary. Also, in applications involving non-backdrivable

actuation (high impeda nce kinematic chain) a compliant tip interface would mask the

resolution discrepancies between the robot and the task.

3.2.2.1 Tip Characteristics

Realizing a model for the actuator tip spring centred on develop ing a

mathematical non-linear approximations. for K,ipand B", . which would characterize

the behaviour of rubber. The optimal response for Klipwould allow extremely low

linear reactive forces to be generated during initial displacements and extremely high

reactive forces for larger displacements. Damping would ideally take into account

hysteresis effects. Overall, the dynamic response should exhibit overdamped

behaviour.
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3.2.2.1.1 Spri ng Considera tions

The desired response for K. is characteristic of the material propertie s

exhibited by a large class of polyme r materia ls (Billmeyer . Textboo k of Polymer

Science] . These materials produce extremely low linear reactive forces during

displacements less that 50% to 60% from equilib rium and exrremety high reactive

forces for displacements grea ter than 50% to 60 %. Narura l robber impregnaled whh

circular air pockets was chosen as the material for the lip.

Figu re 3 describes the relationship between applied pressure and percent

compression of natura l rubbe r impregnated with bubbles. The Figure has been

reproduced from Append ix B for convenience and the mater ial and compression curve

were obtained from INSTRUM AR Limited (1992) . There are two separable phases

exhibited which are distinguishable "round 55% compre ssion . Up to 55 %

compression the data point trend is approxtmarely linear, Above SS....tile pressure

required to compress the rubber increases exponentially. Th is tra nsition is called void

Iraction and occurs when lhe impregnated bubbles have co llapsed.

Mathemat ically the rubber' s compress ive benavioer is represented by the

Equatio n 4 and graph ically illustrated in Figure 3.

141

where K = Sprin g constant scalar = 2.0

Max = tension/comp ression scaler = I.S2S

10",,= Natural rubber tip length "" O.317Scm
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F1gul"eJ: Nalural rubber vvsv natura! log(ln()) mapping.

The singular points occur at approximately ± 65.5% compression. Details of

the derivation are contained in Appendix B.

During contact the rubber tip will be in compression. The only possible

snuauon when tension may exist is during non-contact situations when the tip is

returning to its natural length. Since the characteristic response is overdamped

tension will never occur. Therefore. the tension quadrant equation was made identical

to compression and one equation will suffice. Natural rubber was used in the actual

experiment tip interface.
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3.2.2.1.2 Damping Considerations

Newtonian fluid characteristics are used in the development of the rubber lip

dynamics. Tbeonly crit ical decision. since the effective spring behaviour is non

linear. is 10 ensureoverdamped behaviour over a reasonable compression range.

Hysteres is effects were not obtained from the natural rubber samples. therefore . a

constant viscous coemciem for the frictional effects is used. (IS value was determined

based upon the effective spring graph. Figure OS, Appendix B. AI the singular points

Krip equals infinity which will never occur during the simulation. An arbitrary

reasonable limit was imposed upon Krip: Klip :s; I()()(X). which translates into a rounded

off value for SIJp of l.ONslm. This value for B lip allows the spring 10 compress up to

... 60% and still maintain overdamped behaviour.

3.2.3 Numerical Simulation Model

TIle complexnon-linear nature of the programmable damping, 8, . and

programmablespring, K,. coeffi cients demanded duri ng the discussed contact phases

present a very challenging endeavour in terms of analyzing their polential in

facilitating coreact . Mathemalitally, there is no explicil ctoaed fonn analytical

solution. The model equalions, I, 2 and 3, are highly non-linea r ncronly as a result

of variable damping and spring coefficients but ab o due to the uncertainties inherent

in the environment itself. Therefore, wiv ing the equaucnsis left to numerical

Integration. Using Euler Imegrarion. equat ions I, 2. and 3 are written as:

Upper Platform:

V2 - V2 +d tx [ F..I., .J-tF ,+M....xg]
" ... ol d M ...

"
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where V2.,.,.(t= O) "" O.Omls
X2,.J t= O) "" Xl"Jt=O ) + IO",rmt

Middle Platform:

where VloJt=O) "" a.Om/s
Xl~t=O) '" X0cdt = O} + fO'il'

Force Sensor/Finger Tip:

VOn. ..."'VOo1d+1i ex [ - FKcIP-:::p+Mc1pXg ]

where V0.u<t=O) =O.Omls
XO.,..(t=O) = XIJIiI

(9)

(10)

The displacement initial condition X0o&tt=O) = X/mt refers to the user defined

heightat which the robotic tip is dropped from. XiJIII is sometimes referred to as the

release height. All other displacemem initial conditions are derived from this .

Euler 's method of integration provided an effective means of solving the

dynamic robot model presented by equations I , 2 and 3. One of the major drawbacks

of this integration method is that it is typically inadequate, in terms of accuracy. for
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most applications. It is argued below, however, that this integrat ion method is

sufficiently accurate for deriving all relevant infonnation required by the expcrtrncr a.

Limiting the numerical integration technique to Euler's is a result of several

factors. Implementing Euler's integration method is extremely easy. Secondly, the

bandwidth demands of the dynamic variables is relatively small. Finally. the

simulation duration is short , These factors maintained the errors associated with

Euler's method at an acceptable level which is illustrated in the following discussion.

The number of iterations during a typical stmulatioo experiment does not

exceed 400500 steps. Four strategic reference points are compared to illuslrate the

integration method's accuracy and its implications with respect to modelling the single

degree of freedom robot. These reference points arc strategic in the sense that

obtain ing an exact value for the identified reference points is mathematically easy and

they are points of interest which occur during the contact process.

The four reference points are as follows: 1) the time to impact for a free

falling body dropped from a height of 1.5cm under the influence of grav ity is

approximately:

t = 2x {-O ,OlSm)=O .05530s
J~cc -9 .81m!s2

2) The impact.velocity is approximately:

3) The steady state spring deflection is given by:

( 11)

(121

4) Under~ influence of gravity the steady stale force imparted on the robot, F,,,,,,,,. is
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given by:

Table I summarizes the accuracy of the Euler integration method verses the four

ident ified strateg ic reference points .

Table I' Numerical simulatton accuracy

Rdcrenee Exael Simulall(1n PercentBrtor I ;nto&rati(lns l inlCgralions
[lIlIlllS (0' t .. /_ 1 -0.55

'..... ,(see) 0.0553001 0.05529963 0.000849 44,295 NIA

V_lm/s) .0.542494 .0.542501 .0.00129 44.295 NIA

X,,(m) 0.0&21023 0.0821018 0.0060 NIA 400,500

Fh.."u(N ) 0.293868 0.293859 '1.0030 NIA 400,500

The percent error increases as the numerical simulation evolves. After 400500

integration steps, the percent error is extreme ly small. Since, the simulation does not

exceed 0.5s , local rruncauon. global trunca tion and round off errors are kept at a

tolerable level and are essentially negligible . Also , the spectral content of the state

variables and the other parameters during the contac t process peak at around 100Hz.

Hence , the signals are extreme ly bandlimired and the demands upon the lnregranon

technique are small. In conclusion, Euler 's method of integration does not

sign ificantly affect the simulation accurac y.

3.3 Generated Forces

Observing equatio n 1 or 3, it ~s clear that Ole forces being generated during

both static and dynamic states are due to the system 's mass, damping and spring

attribute s. Gravity also affects the system under certain circumstances . Using a Free
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Body Diagram. these forte s can be individually accounted for: Gravitational Foret

(F,) . Inertial Force (~). Damping Force (F1) and Spring Force (F.). These:getM:r3I c"1J

forces are summed at the node interface aoo rearranged to give:

l1!Ol

which resuus in two distinct equations , equal in magn itude and opposite in d irection.

The model described represents the simplest fonn of a robot ic member and itlustrare'5

the forces being genera ted and transmitted through the robot. F_ . and the

environment during contact, F"'J«I' Thus:

(16)

Limiting the transmitted force can be achieved through controlling either thc

mass, damping or spring constant independently or in some combination. As long as

the generated force is less than the cri tical force. damage to the robot and the

manipulated objec t will be avoided:

117)

F_ is the maximum force which is allowed to be transmitted through the robotic

kinematic chain and/or the manipulated object . Its value is limited and detennined by

the physical structure of the robot and the breakage thresho ld of the object being

manipulated. Thus two forte thresholds can be defined: F_ ..... and F_ _Ot,<I.

Considera tion also must be given to actuator limitat ions; however, in the present

study actuator limitations are not considered.

Consider equation F,..-.I = Fj + F,. It would be extremely difficult under

practical conditions to alter the effective mass of the system under any control

strategy. Even though hydraulic actuators, if used, affect system mass, achieving

zero or even pseudo negative mass is virtually impossible , thus, this variable is

assumed constant . Gravitational effects are completely uncontrollable. Since

accelerat ion is a function of the systems state and not a primary variable this equation



is not the best choice for force control. The equation is fundamentally a dependant

representation of the system's instantaneous state. exemplifying consequential second

urdcreffects.

Cunsider equation F,...,., -d = Fd + F" It consists of the two state variables,

position and velocity, from which the original equation was developed, and also

damping and stiffness coefficients. From a practical perspective, dampingand

stiffnesscoefficients arc controllable quantities, In contrast, this equation is more

primary and the prudent choice in describing and manipulatingthe forces generated

during the contact cycle.

3.3.1 Ideal Damping and Stiffness Laws

Altering the generated forces during the various phases of contact. as

mentioned, can be achieved by changing the damping and spring coefficients of me

system. From the equation: F""""'ttl =Fd + F, ~ Fmi' Ideal Dampingand Ideal

SJiffness laws can be derived. These equations are ideal because they represent

solutions to the programmable compliant interaction strategy under force constraint.

Bothare conceptual and have no upper or lower limits. Thus, ideal damping and

ideal stiffness theoretically are able to behave in a continuous fashion between

negative infinit)' and positive infinity with infinite bandwidth. Each equation is

completely capable of independently facilitating contact while limiting F,.~~td below

F,,~._ and Fm._"*,,.

Programmable damping, based on the described model, is mathematically

depicted by the relationship:
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(IS)

and represents the Ideal DampingLaw for a single de-gree of freedom second orde r

nonlinear mass/sp ring /dashpot system for a single kinematic link under the constraint

o f force lim itation . The term, K,,,,oJI ...X, represents the effective spring force(s)

imparted on the system. Force contribution occu rs only when the spring is displaced

from the spring 's natu ral equilibrium position. And, of course . the magnitude and

force direction depends on the spring characteristics and whether or not the spring is

in compressi on or tens ion.

Programmable stiffness. based on the described model . is mathematically

depicted by the relationship:

(19)

and represents the Ideal Stiffness law for a sing le degree of freedo m second order

nonlinear massfspringldashpot system for a single kinematic link under the constraint

of force limitation. The term. B""tli ...V, represents the effective damping (orce(s)

imparted on the sys tem. Force contribution occurs only when the system is in

motion. And, of course, the magnitude and d irection o f force depend on the veloc ity.

Note that these equations are not independent: K_ is a function of KI' and H_

is a function of Br Also. both equations are inequalitie s. At the force boundary,

when Fcril is being generated , both damping and spring coefficients are at their lim it.

In thiscase Bp - Bcril and KI' =KcnJ'
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3.3.2 Force Control Strategy

Altering the effectivespring parameter, K_.alone during the conner process

does not lend itself to complete controllability . Increasing the spring constant

increases the natural undamped frequency of the system and directly facilitates

unstable oscillatory behaviour. It increases the transmitted force and also decreases

the separation of Xu with respect to the spring's natural length which reduces the

ability for the manipulator 10 maintain cor aact. Decreasing this parameter provides

increased stability and a reduction in the transmitted force, F V"troJ<d' bllt at the expense

of necessary contact retarding forces, required during ImpactPhose, and tne

necessary recovery energy/forcerequired to facilitate optimal recovery performance

during Recovery Phase. In contrast, varying the damping parameter to facilitate

contact fundamentally providesa more stable transition. A low dampingcoefficient

(could be negative) limits the transmitted force during contact which not only lends

itself to contact controllability but increasing this parameter can also provide

maximum energy dissipation control under a force control contact strategy. However,

it should be noted that negative damping alsc facilitates unstable behaviour.

In essence, ail effective and adaptive control strategy will provide real-time

adjustments to both the stiffnessand damping coefficients during each of the contact

phases while confonn ing to the task constraints. The proposed force control strategy

is a comolnauon of proportional and differential control.
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3.4 Experiment Model

Confirmation of the numerical simulation results was accomplished through the:

development of a single:degree of freedom direct-drive robotic arm. High bandwidth

andcomponentavailability, both electricaland mechanical,were twoof the main

designcriteria along with maintaining the modelat a simplisticlevel without

compromising systemperformance. Figure4 illustrates the overallexperiment setup

(see AppendixC) . Data acquisition and systeminterfacewas providedby a Keithley

575 measurement and control system. Several electricalsub-systems were developed

which provided sensor interfacing and signal conditioning, a solenoid driver for

initiatingthe experimentand alsoa voltagecontrolled current source to generatethe

desiredforce. The sensors weresampled througha muhiplexed16 bitAiD convener

and the motor was controlledthrougha 12bit D/A convener. Software controlwas

providedby a 33MHz DELLcomputeranda real-time interruptdriveninterface

program.
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3.4.1 Direct-Dri ve Ar m

The robot arm is designed to fac ilitate real-time manipulation of the comp liant

dampi ng and spring variables during the described phases of contact. It represents a

single link/digit which would be typically located on the end-effector of either a

mobile or fixed robot. Figure 5 illustrate s the complete final design concept. The

robot ic arm is coup led directly to the actuator shaft and is held suspended off the

impact surface by a soleno id release mechanism. Upon release . the arm descends

toward the impact surface under the influence of gravity. contacts the impact surface

and eventually comes to rest.

Figure 5: Direct-drive single degree of freedom robot arm.
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Figure 7; Impact Surface Assembly.

Materials used for constructing the robot arm include tape, epoxy, rubber

support pads, flat black paint. heat shrink. aluminum, brass and plastercine. The

main objective focused on keeping the overall mass of the robot components at a

minimum. All critical mass components. which refers to the components located on

the Robot Tip Assembly (Figure 6), were manufactured from stock aluminum or

aluminum tubing, The Refl ector Disc Tip and the Robot Tip Jig . see Figure 6 .

components are hollow in an effort to reduce the robot's overall mass. A complete
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list of me component masses and important dimensions are listed in Appendix A.

Figures 6. 7. 8 and 9 highlight me robot arm's three major sub-components.

In each figure a name description of the individual components is given. Referring to

Figure 6. upon contact with the Impact Surfaceme slider moves vertically through the

slider guide and in the process compresses the spring. Mounted on top of me slider

is a Mechanical Stop . It was manufactured out of heat shrink and prevents the

Refl ector Disc Assembly Unit from falling through the slider guide and also prevents

the spring from entering into tension. Notice me location of Proximity Sensor #1,

Load Cell #1 and me accelerometer sensors. Sensor details are contained in

Appendix C. TIle sensor wires are bussed through the Robot Ann.

Figure 7 illustrate me Impact Surface Assembly components , All flat surfaces
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Figure 9: Motor Mourn Assembly - Top View.

facing the Robot Tip Assembly are painted flat black. This reduced the ambient light

interference from overhead incandescent lighting and also reduced unwanted emissions

from the Proximity sensors. NOIethe location of Load Cell #2 and Proximity Sensor

#2.

The Motor Mount Assembly is illustrated in Figures 8 and 9. Stabilizer #2

reduces the lateral motion of the motor/ann couple. By adjusting the tension screws

the desired amount of lateral stiffness can be applied. Note the sensor wires and the

motor location.

3.4.1.1 Actuator Details



The actuator used in the robot ann is an armature controlled pe rmanent

magnet DC motor. This provides a means of force control based on the torque

equation ; T:::: K,JQ' Due to the motor's small rotor diameter(l 9.66mm ) and small

mass(37.33grams). its inen ia effects are negligible compared to the robot ann. The

mass moment of inertial of the rotor is I""", "" O.OOOOO l803kgml and the mass

moment of inertia of the robot ann referenced to the motor shaft is l " o/>pI '"

O.OO3246kgm2• Since 1.- is ""1800 times greater than 1..-, we can neglect the

rotor's effect on the overall system dynamics (see Appendix A. Section A.3 and

Section A.8).

Typically, internal feedback of an armature excited DC motor is generated by

back e.m.f Because the maximum release height of the robot, during

experimenta tion, is restricted to 2.5cm, the maximum drop angle is 4 .5 3 degrees;

1.26% of a revolution. Upon impact. the maximum angular velocity is extremely

small (V","-"", "" -O.7mJs). Based on this height restriction the velocity related back

e. m.r effects can be ignored. Through the same reasoning the rotor effects discussed

in the previous paragraph. which are based on I""". and angular accelera tion. are

clearly negligible.

Limitations imposed on the release height make the dynamic related terms in

the DC motor feedback loop negligible. Essentially. the motor' s ope ration can be

considered static. As a result. the mecbanicallime constant is neglig ible and the

motor bandwidth is limited by its electrical time constant; T. == 486 .1JSCc :::: > BW ==

3275 Hz. Refer to Appendix A. Section A.7 for motor inductance and resistance

measurements,

The only dominant effect the motor imposed upon the direct driv e robot during

the contact process is the retarding characteristics of the pennanent magneVarrnature

core field interaction. B",. Ultimatel y, this adds a damping effect which opposes the

robot mot ion during each phase of the contact process, Modelling B",can be achieved

as



by referencing its effects to the shaft of the motor, thereby retaining the motor as an

ideal force controller. Appendix A, Section A.9 contains the results of two

experiments: contact process with the motor installed and contact with the motor

removed. The time taken between release and contact with the impact surface is

longer with the motor installed. This time difference is a measure of the motor ' s

viscous damping coefficient Bm• Eva luating the time difference is, however, difficult

because the measurement accuracy is impeded by the sampling frequency . By

measuring the magnitude difference between the output of LC_l , F_, a n

approximation of Bm can be obtained. The effective viscous damping effect resulting

from the field interaction and referenced to the shaft of the motor is

,..O.OO325Ns/rad. This translates int o a retard ing force of "", O.Ol 057Ns/ m referenced

10 the composite centre of gravity( CG-s= O.3077m). Thus, Bm ... O.Ol06Ns /m .

The numerical simulation includes B", as a constant viscous force opposing the motion

of the upper mass, M"" . Thus, B""IJI = B, + B. + Bm• Changing the moto r will

affect the analysis.

3.4.1.2 Sensor Details

Five sensors provide feedback and capture the essential dynamics associated

with contact: an accelerometcr(AC), Load Ce ll #I(LC_I), Load Cell #2(LC_2),

Proximity Sensor #1(PS_l) and Proximi ty sensor #2(PS_2). Load Cell # 1 measures

the forces being experienced by the robot, F..." and LC_2 measures the forces

experienced by the object, FHj«t . Proximity Sensor #1 measures spring defl ection and

PS_2 measures the distance between the reflector tip assembly and the impac t surface .

Both load cells are SN tension/compr ession devices, the accelerometer is rated at ±
5g 's , and the proximity sensors were designed using spectrally and mechanically

matched Infrared transmitter/receiver .peirs. Sensor details are contained in Appendix

C and the sensor mount locations are illustrated in Figures 5,6,7,8 and 9. These
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five senso rs are suffic ient to identi fy the phases of contact and through so ftware

integration and differentiation enabled the dynam ics occu rring during contact to be

measured .

3.4.1.3 Discussion

One o f the major drawbacks of m otor actu ated d irect-drive systems under

grav itation is that the load must beborne by the motor entirely and directl y (Asada

and Ycucef-To umi, 1987) . Not only is the motor providing joim actuatio n but it also

prov ides support. Th is causes overheating problem s and directly affects the motor

dynam ics, reduces the system 's bandw idth and may destroy the motor . The

expe rimental setup developed at Memo ria l eliminates these load/r obot relate d

prob lems by separating the two demands upon the motor with the use of a physical

spring, Xc' Gravitational induced forces resultin g from the robot mass, se nsors and

even the spring mass itself are completel y suppo rted by the spring leaving the moto r

to provide appr opriate reactive contact force s. Therefore , the down ward sys tem

motion , which mimics the arm approach ing an object, is provided by gravit y and is

independent of the motor 's existence. The responsibilities of the motor are deceupled

to facilitate a more accurate investigat ion of active contac t force control.

The peak power required to control ihe motor under the co nstraints of force

and/or position control is high . even with the mot or resp onsibilities divided . The

total ene rgy required , however, is small . Contact typica lly takes less than O.5s wh ich

is the duration of the power consumpt ion period. Peak motor current demands are ...

±1amp~10vol lS . It should be noted that the experime nt setup is research based and

the d esc ribed power requirements exceed the po wer requiremen ts of practical

applications.
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II is essential to evaluate me max imum pa yload mass the motor cou ld handle

during the conuct force centro! strategy. This ensured that themotor would at least

be capab le o f providing and lrack ing a command force: . Using the motor to rque

equa tion. T =K.·1•• and the mechanica l advantage associated with therobot . T =
F·L_ . the mu imum forte ca n be evaluated:

F J • K.XI~ ::o . 016x5 . 0"0.26N
..... - CGt"~J a . 3077

(201

where K.. = Motor Constant
lQ-. =Max armature current (A)
CG_ "" centre of gravity

(see Appendix A)

from which the max:imum paylo ad mass is determined, MINI! =F""".-/gravity ""

26.5 grams . Based on this target payload mass the arm components were m achined .

The complete aoo assembled robo t. including sensors, we re weighed. its mass

detennined and subtracted from the targe t payload mass. This difference bec ame the

mass to add to the up per sectio n of LC_1 which represents part of the robo t ann and

provi des a mears of measuring F_ Su mming componenu 1 lhrough 11 and add ing

Ih o f comporers 12. thetotal mass for M,. "" 11.22g (Appendix A, Table AI) . The

diffe rence between M_ and M,. "" 9.28g . Fo r simplic ity and ease of modification,

plas te rcine was used. Since the combined mass of the RoOOt_lS_Carriage_ Mass a oo.

l!Jof component 12 equalled 0 .815 grams there is appro ximately 8 .4 lg left . The

plastercine mass was chosen to equal 6 .75 grams .

The mass associated with measuring F,., in the experiment and numerical

simu lation differ. Load Cell " 1 measures F..... during the contact process and is

dependant o n the mass associated with: Plasterc ine_Mass. LC_I_Y02_Sensor_M ass

Robol_LC_Couple_Clamps_M ass and the Robot_LC_Carri agc_ Mass . In to tal. th e

mass supported by LC _I equals 8.67g (see Appe ndix A. Section A .S). Re lat ive to

lIIe lumped parameter ann model used in the numerical simulation. F,.,."measu res the



force generated by FKrotdI and F8JoIoI and is associated with M"'I" The total mass

associated with M"'P = 24.8469g. These forces should be equal. however. the

different masses prevent any degree of magnitude correlation, Mapping the two

forces is accomplished through evaluating the mass ratio consu nc

LC ", M•.,,( r ob ot : NSl "'~"'2 .87
cr M....(robot :LCl 8 .67g

Therefore . to map the experiment with the numerical simulation LC_ I' s outpcr must

be multiplied by LCa , To map the numerical simulation to the experiment divide

F.... in the numerical simulation. by LCer,

The high gains associated with the accelerometer. LC_ ' and LC_2 sensors

emphasize the robot arm's structural vibrations. Reducing these vibrations is

accomplished through the use of six. rubber discs mounted under the main support

frame and two stabilizers . The six rubber discs provided isolation from external

vibration sources. Both stabilizers aided in dampening internal vibrations. Stabilizer

#l ' s location. illustrated. in Figure 6, strategically forms a triangular frame support

connecting the Slider Guide and the Robot Ann . During impact the bending moment

effects created from the Impact Surface-Rubber Tip interface on the slider guide is

reduced. Stabilizer #2 is illustrated in.Figures 8 and 9. Beyond dampening :he

robot' s vibrational modes its location prevent s roll and yaw motions on the couple

j~ining the Robot Ann to the motor shaft.

The rubber tip interface is mounted on the Reflector Disk Assembly. During

contact, the tip experiences both axial and lateral forces which not only compresses

but bends the tip, Reducing the axial play exhibited by the rubber tip during

compression was accomplished by making the diameter of the tip ""1.14 rimes greater

than its length. Appendix B contains all re levant data and calculations pertaining to

the rubber tip design. The mass is == 0.0162 grams which is used in the numerical

simulation.
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Graphite was used to lubricate two sections of the direct drive ann . During

compression, graphite between the spring, slider and slider guide maximized spring

displacement. Contact between the rubber tip and impact surface also required

lubrication. Initial tests, prior to lubrication, did not generate any spring compression

and slopped the ann immediately upon impact with the impact surface. Graphite and

low friction bearings provide a virtually friction free environment. The effective

viscous damping was experimentally evaluated to be O.115Ns/m through comparisons

between a free fall experiment run and trial and error runs with the numerical

simulation. It should be noted that after several experiments the graphite on the slider

lind impact surface had to be replenished.

It may be recalled that, the spring cannot go into tension due to the

Mechanical SlOP fixed to the spring slider guide.

3.4.2 Real-Time Software

Control of the direct drive arm is provided by an interrupt driven real-time

DOS based program: timer.c. Generating the control interrupt vector by modifying

the computer's clock tick cycle(standard IB.2ticks/sec) in conjunction with the

standard C function void interrupt fa r coIlect( void), This provides an accurate time

stamp. Cr.t , which is necessary for multiplexed channel delay/signal reconstruction,

integration, differentiation and feedback control.

The sampling rate is critical and chosen such that interrupt vectors do not

overlap eacu other during both the five channel sampling sequence and control

software execution. Optimization of the interrupt vector generation was based upon

evaluating the time taken for one complete feedback cycle . There are nine major

feedback control software components:



Tahle n· Dlrecl-d rive robot u rn wft wue '""'mr"11,,"/' ~rili~al l imes

index Descrijllion Tirrn:\j,sl

I Digiu.l Filler arrJ ~' index lltfsd 8.12

1 C\1 l1e~l Dau. !19. 3

l Multip1exed ChaMel DodayC"nccli"n 66.81

, DigilalFill ering 40.27

s InlerprelS ampied channel signa1s 52.) 1

6 Der;yed quanlilie~ 42.27

7 COnl"~l ph"5C eva lu'l io n(Va,ic 'l 5 -3 5(max)

8 Deri ye Bp .. nd K, (Vuie~l )) .24(o.g)

9 Outpul molll,vllilage _ 10

loul S07.32

These software routines occur consecut ively and take approximately O. 507m~ to

execute one complete cycle. Based on this value the maximum sampling rate is

""1971Hz. Since the execution time required to determine the curre nt contact phase

and evaluate BI' and Kp varies. the sample rate is chosen to be 1600Hz which allows

O.624ms-O.507ms = O. 1167ms of deviation . Due to the noninteger clock frequency ,

1.1931817MHz , in conjunction with the 16 bits of cou nter resolution, the actual

sampling rate is 1602H z.

3.4.2.1 Multiplexed Channel Delay Correction

The numerical simulation control algorithm is based on the simultaneous

sampling of all five senso rs. This was also desired in the experime nt. Since the

K575 contains a single AID convene r chip the sampled sensors in the experimental



setup are multiplexed. Therefore, for proper control of the tip interaction it is

required 10 reconstruct the channel signals 10 make not only the converter conversion

time transparent but also the delay associated with channel selection.

The following three pieces of information arc required for reconstructing the

five channels to mimic slmunanecus sampling: ! ) Adjacent channel signal acquisition

time delay(CH_delay), 2} Channel sampling rate(.1t}, 3) Jnstantaoeous magnitude lime

rate of change for each channel. Appendix D contains the details of correcting for the

multiplexed channel delay.

3.4.3 Feedb ack Control Concept

The programmable damping, 8" and spring, K" variables lh~ implemented

through a combination of hardware and software. Based on specified constraints, for

example. current phase of contact. F_ or the natural constraint imposed by the

environment, both variabtes are evaluated in software and implemented by the

actuator in real-time to accommodate the current task . Figure 10 illustrates the

feedback control loop concept. Analog signal conditioning provides both differential

inputs, sensor gains, analog filtering and signal conditioning circuitry for the five

sensors. Electrical gain is depicted by G, and is malhematically represented by ohm's

law: V", = Gla• From the voltage controlled current source schematic in Appendix

C, Figure C9, G, is equal to 0.5. The direct-drive ann block contains two sub

blocks. They represent the ann 's actuator and mechanical advantage, Gm• Since the

motor is quasi-static its transfer function is based upon the torque equation described

in Section 3.4 .1 .1 . The gain of the robot, G..., results from the torque equation: T =

F"'L""". Thus the desired force equation can be derived.

Software switching emphasize the option of turning on or off the forte
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feedback contro l andlo r the programmable variab les 8, and K,. This allows constant

coeffi cients for B, and K, to be implemented under no force const raint and opens

venues for other co ntrol algorithms ,

3.4.3.1 Impact and Recovery Phase flow charts

The two contact phas es of interest during !he inve stigat ion of the benefits of

compliant environment interacti ons are the Impact Phase and the RecoveryPIuJs~ .

Figure 11 conta ins the software flow chan which is implemented during the Impact

Phase. Figure 12 illustrates the so(rware flow chart implemented during theRecovery

Phase. "These contro l algorithms are identical in both the numeric:-.! simulation and

the direct-drive robo t expe rime nts.

Referring to Figure II . once it has been establishe d that the curre nt phase of

con tact is Impact Ph ase. F.." is determined . If this ge nerated force is greate r than

the force limitations imposed upon the robot. Fctil.'- . then the correct damp ing and

stiffness quanti ties are derived . These quantities are derived based upon equations 18

and 19 . Both equation results are capable of prefonning the contact process
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AXlin II: ImptJCI Ph4s1complianlcontrol algorithm.

independent of the other. Since

there exists current values for bom

thesequantilies from the previous

inlegralion. only the incremental

amounts required to adjust the

parameters 10 reflect the immediate

demands of the contact process are

determined. Based upon what

percentageof damping and sutfoess

is desired. 4Kp and 6Bp are

determined. This occurs prior to

evaluating V_Kp and V_Bp. Once

me desireddampingand stiffness

coefficientsare derived they are

convened in 10 a voltage. The

voltage represents the input of the

VCCS. hence the correct cum:nt is

applied to reflect the contact force

reeds.

During the ReCOw.ry Pnaseit

is desirable not only to impose: the

force restrictions on F__ but also to

minimize '._ or maximize energy

retrieval. The fml conditionalstatement in Figure 12 reflects the samedirectives as

described in the Impact Phaseflow chan. Hence, the current discussionwill focuson

the implication of forcing the programmable damp ing coeffid~llt 10 BM or using the

programmabl e

stiffness coefficient to perform a desired task. During the compressivecycle of

lmpact Phase. lhe physict l spring is a source of Potential Eaergy upon emering
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Figure 11:: Rtcowry Phmt compliantcontrol algorithm.

RecoveryPhase. After the force generatedof the robot is under controland the lim

conditional statement is not violated, the robot actuator implementsa desired force

constraint. The programmable dampingcoefficient, Bp , is set to Brn: basedupon the

relationship: Bm "" 2*sqrt(M"",*K~. Basedon the Instantaneous programmable
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stiffness coefficient, BW I can be adjusted 10 reflect current needs. During the

transition between the first conditional statement and the second conditional statement

the programmed compliant coef ficients could cause a dlsconrtnuousmagnitude jump.

To avoid this impulse behaviour the new coefficient demands are incrementally

changed based exactly on the method described in the Impact Phase flow chart

discussion. If the desired contact process is to dissipate energy then Betil is

implemented. If the desire is 10 retrieve the potential energy then Bem is turned off.

Experiment I and II of Chapter 4 highlight these results.
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3.5 Numerical and Experimental Model Comparison

This Section is separated into three main components: numerical simulation

output, experiment output and a comparison. The goal is to familiarize the reader

with theoutput variables of both sources of results and 10 illustrate the high degree of

correlation between the two. The latter will help justify the confidence placed in both

results when presented in Chapter 4.0.

Slider

tMonoo of Slid"Physical Spring

Klota!

Mtop

Mmid

MechanicalSlOP

Slider Guide

Figure 13: Lumped parametermodeland u periment setupCOmpariSOD.

Figure 13 illustrates and compares the robot ann experiment to the lumped

parameter model used in the numerical simulation program. Correlation between

each lumped mass, Mhl/" M...u and Map. and the robot arm components associatedwith

the threemass groups are described in AppendixA. Figure Ai and Table AI. Slate
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Variables X2, Xl and XO are mapped as indicated. Through integration and

different iation, velocity and acceleration information is realized .

For consistency, the robot is dropped from an effective height of 2.5cm in

both the numerica l and physical expe riments. The term effective is a relative

qualifier which highlights one of the most substantia l differences between the

numerical simulation model and the physical robot arm. Because the robot arm is a

composite of disp laced masses the centre of gravity is not situated directly above the

robor tlp (refer to Figure A2, Appendix. A). Therefore, the 2.5cm drop must be

relative the robot 's centre of gravity and not the distance between the rubber tip and

the impact surface. The deriv ed distance that the robot ann tip must be dropped from

is 2.703cm measured from the impact surface to the rubber tip . From the numerical

simulation's perspective the distance is exactly 2.5c m measured from the environment

interface to the rubber tip.

The experiments contained in this section contain no feedback control. The

programmable damp ing, Bp • and spring, Kp • parame ters are set to zero. The sensors

and other parameters are simp ly measured andlor derived. under the influence of

gravity. and evaluated for comparison. For the purpose of illustrating the current

contact phase of the robot arm, the phases have been assigned the following numbers:

T bl III C u tPh abstraef oll00' ase

ConlKtPha se --,,"
rrc.conuctPhase 0

PrC.cOllUctCfitital I

Im~ct~se 2

RccoYcryPllue ,
Post·Contact Ph~~c 4
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The initial conditions are V.(t=O ) = D.Om/s and x.,(I=O) = x,.. = O.025m.

During the following discussion. impact surface. environmem and object are used

imerc:hangeably to refer 10 the surface upon which th.=robot ann makes cone cr.

3.5 .1 Numerical Simulation Output

Displacement state variables X2. Xl and XO are contained in Figure 14.

Figure IS iIIustrales the velocity state variables V2. Vl and VO. Figure 16 illustrates

the forces F.-. and. FtI6jm and Figure 17 the acceleration of M,..,.. Overlapping each

plot is the instantaneous contact phase. Since the y-axis magnitude docs nor di rectly

allow the Contact Phase numbering scheme of Table 111 10 be used the scheme has

been scaled , referenced at zero andare in the ascending order described .

'"·"F." ·L..-+-.i-------'------" : .... r .

j::f--+I-t'-"T- '-"- 1;

Figure 14: Dlsplacemenl pronle or slale variabl~ XO, XI andXl .

During free fall. immediately after release, the robot arm descends toward the
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impact surface under the influence of gravity. The impact surface is represented by

a.Om and the current phase is Pre-Contact. From the acceleration curve a force of •

1.0g is evident. Its constant magnitude results in the actuator experiencing a negative

linear velocity profile. During both Pre-Contact Phase and Pre-Contact Critical

Phase no external forces are imparted on the robot or the object. hence, F.- and

FoJ>jffl are equal to zero. Pre-Contact Critical Phase is not of interest because

preliminary contact calculations were not required in the experiment.

1lme(lIIlC)

f1gure 15: Velocity profllcofslalcvariablcs YO, Vl and V2.

Impact occurs with the environment at tl) "" 0.0113915: Impact Phase. Clearly

evident at this time is the Rubber tip bounce (see Figure 14) • thecompres sion of X2

begins and the initial impact force generated on the object, Fobiter. peaks at ""

1.908536N. The impact velocity is "" -0.700386m1s.
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Figure 16: F_andFIII/«O profiles.

ito.sfr-J ··· / , ··· ··; ··· \ -

Lf-'!-°J. j.... /, ..!. ... ' \ LJ·· ' I
!
-o.sf ··++ ,· · , .....

Thaee-)

Figure 11: Acceleration(AC) profile.
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At " '" 0. 144905, Recovery Phase is entered . Spring compression is

maximum at this time and equals 0.OS9330m (0.062S0Sm-Lo,ip)' The rubber tip

transient has decayed and the force generated on the object, Fobiter' peaks at ""

0.7 18073N. F,_ reaches at", 0.66SS89N. The difference between Ft>bjm and F_

results from the extra mass M_ which the object must support.

Post-Contact Phase is never reached within the simulation time frame because

of insufficient energy dissipation during the TransitionalPhases. hence, the actuator

bounces off the impact surface and re-enters Pre-Contact Phase(tb '" 0.2394 18s).

3.5.2 Experiment Output

Experiment two involves the robot ann . Figure 18 contains the output signal

generated from the LC_2 and PS_2. It also contains two velocity signal

representations of the ActuatorJig Assembly: Vtop_ 1 and Vtop_2. Velocity signal

Vtop_ 1 is obtained by integrating the accelerometer signal and Vtop_2 is obtained

from differentiating PS_1. Figure 19 contains the output signal generated from the

accelerometer sensor(AC), LC_I and PS_1. Proximity Sensor #1 has been shifted in

magnitude such that 3.0 represents 9.6cm(lospt/of) . Thus each increment on the y-axis

scale represents o.scm. The Y-Axis is relative in its representation of the signal

quantity. For example. in terms of signal AC the y-axis represents g 's and for LC_I

it represents Newtons.
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In a similar fashion, as in the numerical simulation output description, the

experiment contact process is described. During free fall , the actuator descends

toward the impact surface under the influence of gravity. The Impact Surface is

represented by O.Om and the current phase is Pre-Contact . From the acceleration

curve a force of w · 1.2Sg's is evident. Refer to Appendix A Section AA for an

analysis of this output. Its constant magnitude results in the actuator experiencing a

linear velocity profile( see Vtop_l in Figure 18). During both Pre-Contact Phase ami

Pre-Contact CriticalPhase no force is imparted on the object, LC_2, The robot load

cell, however, indicates a negative O.USN force. Prior to release, the load cell

output is calibrated to zero volts. Thus zero volts represents the force imparted upon

the load cell by the plastercine mass and its support component masses ( see Table AI

in Appendix A components 12, 13 and 14). During free fall the load cell is in tension

and thus the output voltage reflects this effect. Also, since the load cell supports the

plastercine mass the LC_l output is affected by tension and torsion effects, Refer 10

Appendix A Section A.S for a detailed analysis of this output.
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Impact occurs at to "" 0.0714735: Impact Phase. Clearly evident from PS_2 is

the Rubber tip bounce (see Figure 18) . the compression of X2 begins (PS_I output

Figure 19) and the initial impact force generated on the object , FoJoj"" peaks at ""

2.79671N (see Figure 18 · LC_2). The impact velocity is "" -0.7 11267Sm/s .

T1IIIO C_)

FiKure 19: Signals .lC_" PS_' and AC.

At t, "" 0.145755. Recovery Ph;' .'e is entered. Spring compression is

maximum at this time and equals .« 0.735364m. The rubber tip transient has

decayed and Feb}'" (LC_2) peaks at '" 0 .73N. F_ peaksat a maxim um magnitude

of .. 0 .6174287N (refer to equation 22).

Again. Post-Comoa Phase is never reached within the experim ent time frame

because of insufficient energy dissipation during the Transitional Phases. hence, the

actuator bounces off the impact surface and re-enters Pre-Contact Phase (tt ""

0.236276 1s).
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3.5.3 Compar ison

The following five plOIS illustrate the highdegree of correlation exhibited

between the numerical simulation and the robot ann experime nt. Figure 20 compares

the velocity profiles of V2. Figure 21 compares the force generatedon the WOOl.

Figure 22 compares the acceleration profile. Figure 23 comparesthe forcegen~ralt.:d

on the object. Figure 24 compares the displacement of the up per mass stare vurlablc.

X2.

Table IV summarizes the results obta ined from comparing critica l

points/pa rameters which were selectively picked from the five pIOIS. The data is

referenced to the d irect-drive robot ann parametersand an examplederivation is

highlighted in Equation 23.

rr ro "
inde~ Pa~me [erDcser;ption NUl1II'rical ROOOI Aml !'erccnl

Simuil lion Experlmem Discrc/l>ncy

I Impact: /,(s) 0 .011392 0.07 147] 0 .113')1,

2 R~Oyel')' :I,(s) 0.1449 0.1457S .(I.m%

J Bounce: t.(.s) 0.239418 0.2362 761 - 1J29~

4 Imp;>c! Velocity (mls) -0 .700386 .{\.7 1I2 m 1.S29~

s F..... (MaxXN) 0.665589 0 .6 16 -R.II7%, F_(Mu )lN) 0 .718073 0 .73 1.634"

7 F...... (Pelk)lN) 1.9139 2 .79 671 3 l..S66~

8 G~(Mn)(g'$) 1.7)()641 1.8 3.8H~, x..." (normlliI ed lo/,,_) 0 .061IlOO 0 .07 "364 IS.957%

Table IV' Numerical simulation d ' ect-drive bot m comparison

Exact values for the parameters conta ined in the nume rical simulation we re

obtained from the numerica l simulation data files. It ems I , 2 , 3 and 4 of the Robot

Ann Experimem column are average values obtained from robot arm data files.
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Because the sampling rate is 1602Hz, the exact values for these parameters occur

between two successive samp les, thus , an average magnitude is obtained and used in

the data comparison table, Correlation is within ±5% for most of the parameters .

Parameter 8. Gjot'"in the robot arm column is an approximation of the exa ct

value. Superimposed on the accelerometer signa l are the vibrational modes of the

robot (see Figure 19) . The 1.8g value is obtained from drawing a line of best fit

from an enlarged plot . A similar procedure is used 10 de termine parameter 6.

Parameter 5 , F ,.".,(max), is derived from LC_l. This qua ntity has been

corrected for free fa ll effects, centre of gravity/ mount loc ation effects and mass

related effects . Measured f ront Figure 19's data file, FFf'!>tJI{rnax) "" O.223571N.

Using 95.96% of this magnitude (see Section A .5 of Appendix A) and co rrecting for

the mass difference, Leer the corrected force, relative to the numerical simulation, is:

Frobot(max) :::0.223571)(0.9596)(2 .87=0 . 616N (22)

which results in a discrepancy of:

0 .616 -0 .666 = -8 .117%
0.6 16

(2 3)

The peak:impact force generated on the object, parameter 6, does not show a

high degree of corre lation. The numerical simulation does not account for the slider

guidefspring interface static friction and the rubber tip/impact surface static friction.

Both of these frictions increase the impact force measure d by LC_2. Also, the

~ampling rate is 1602Hz whic h mayor may not sample exactly on the imp act peak .

Since this parameter is not d irectly used in the feedback algorithm, the discrepancy is

accep table. The generic, overall effects, howev er, show a high degree of correlation.
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Figure 20 : Comparison of slate variable V2.

Figure21: Comparison of F_ .
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Flgllre 21 : COllljlarison of Acce lerometer sigllills.

Figllre 13: Comparison of F...."" "
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Figure 14: Comparison of slate variableX2.
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Chapter 4

4.0 Experiments

Investigating the indi vidual and combinedeffects of alter ing the damping, 8• •

andstiffness. K_ . parametersduring the contactprocess is the focus of this chapter.

Theinvestigation is carried out on thenumerical simulation setup and the robot setup.

Initially. kkntical free fall experimentsare conducted with both setups aoo. compared.

These results form a basis fromwhich all other experiments are referenced. Th e

secondgroup of ex perimen ts deals with manipulating the effecti vedampingand

stiffnesscocWcients 00 the numerical simulationmodel aDd the Direct-Drive

Robol(DDR_O setu p. The third gro upof experiments deals w ith manipulating the

damping 100 stiffne ss coeffidents on !heDirect-Drive Robot(D DR) 1) arm. The

difference between experimentsDDR) and DDR_II is explained ill the next

paragraph. Finally. an advancedprogrammable damping equation is implemented in

the numerical simulation during the Recovery Phase. This added damp ing funher

illustrates thebene fitsof strategically implementing damping and itsabilityto

drastically minimize the contact settlingtime , l,rI'lt'

Both Direct-Drive Robolexperiments are identical,however, the power

supplies usedto energize the permanentmagnet DC motor differ. Direct-Drive Robot
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Ann Experimem I involves the use of a ± 3Ov. ±2 amp power supply. Direct -Drive

Robot Arm Experiment II involves a ± 6Ov. ± 5amp powe r supply and F.- is

dig itally filtered . Because the higher rated power supply is currently unavailable all

fina l experiment results have been obtained using the lower rating supply. As a

res ult. the newer experiments (Sectio n 4 .1) do not exhibit the expected high degree of

corre lation with thenumerical simulation. They do however illustrate the concept.

Incl uding DDRJI results illustrate to a higher degree the potential of programmable

co mpliance and proves that given the required power the co ncepts proposed by the

thesis is achievable; ho wever. one of the experiments is incomplete.

Identi fication of the programmable damping and programmable stiffness usage

thr oughout the experimema lion is facilitated using the nomenclature described in table

v.

......... ' B, '" -A B B BaidlBp aDIiKp IUrDN off INo forte -wailll].

B B I IOOf,l'roir_bIrStiffncu.

C I 0 IOOf, ProarHllNbkDlmpinf; .

D I I 5Of, I'roirunmable Dampinl alld 5Of, Proarammable Slitf_ .

Throughout eac h experiment the same initial conditions are maintained. At

t - O.Os, Vo = O.OmJs and X.,.,. 1.5cm. The release height. Xo• is limi ted to 1.5cm

becau se higher release heights simply impart greater demands upon the control

algo rithm. Th ese higher demands do not further benefit an understanding of the

co ntact process other than indicating that more power is required to preform the same

task.
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During the numerical simulationexperiments F.nl_toJ»< equals 0.35N and for the

direct-drive robot experiments F.,il.ttJI»I equals O.2Nfor DDR_I and O.35N for

DDR_II. The difference in the force magnitudesis based upon two reasons: power

supply limitations and the measured forcedifferenceswhich exist between the two

experiments. Section 3.4.1.3 describes tbe force difference of F'Obct in more detail.

In essencethe LC_1 output measures the force 0 11 approximately 8. 125grams whereas

the numerical simulation measure the force generatedby Mlop' Mlop "" 30g, (see

Table AIAppendix A). The different massesgenerate different forces. Thus

difference is reflected in the magnitude of F",,_ f<JbfJ/'

Upon release, gravity forces the robotarm to descend towards the Impact

Surface.Contact is eventually made and the robot comes to rest. Five variablesare

consistently used to describe the contact process: X2, V2, A2, F'Obct and Fob/«!' These

variables are sufficient to describe the benefits of strategically implementing

programmable compliance during the various contact phases. Plots of B_ andK_

are included where necessary.

Complete Contact Phase overlay plots are omitted from the experiment results.

During each of the four experiments, Table VI the five contact phases, Table III, are

encountered. Since the onset of each contactphase varies between thefour

experiment options it is extremely messy to include them.
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4.1 Free FaD Experiments

As a means of comparison. free fall trial runs are included for both the

numerical simulation andthe robot experiment. These lWO free fall experiments an:

conducted under no contact force constrai nts - Experimen t A(OO). Th e refore. B, and

K, are turned off which implies B..... ;; B. + B•• K_ '" K~ and F_ = NULL.

I'·"o·f - j - \ : _ -r"f.--.. j __\ i L _,I:=

!: "l ---+-\,--Ljlf=:=-:= = :::: "O.75 ~-

Flgurt 25: DisplacementprofileSlate variable Xl · {Free Falil.

Fi gure 25 illustrates the d ispl acement profile of the ann 's upper platfo rm . X2

(see Fj··' ,re 2. Section 3.2) , Both signals ar e normalized. Signal X2(EX) rep resena

the output of sensor PS_l and signal X2(NS) represents the numerical simulation

output. Compres sion begi ns at _ 0 .0545. Th is represents impact be tween the

en vlrorunent and the Robot Tip. Max imum compression is _ 3.2Scm and occu rs at

- 0.13s. Towards thecnd of the experiment the numerical simulation continues

osc illatin g whereas thedirec t-drive robot arm comes to rest. This highJ ights the
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robot's friction effects which were not comp letely modelled in the numerica l

s imulation. Also due to friction, X" ranges between =0.825 and =: O.9(normalized)

for the direct-drive ann. From the numerical simulation perspective , the uppe r

platform will eventually come to rest at Xs• ==O.86(nonnalized) .

F igure 26 illustrates the ve locity pro file of the upper platform, V2. One signal

originates from the numerical simu lation, V2, the other two are deriv ed signals, one

from integrating the accelerometer signal, Vtop_l, the other from differentiat ing

X2(EX), Vtop_2. The process of differentiating inherently amplifies all signa l

dynamics, Also superimposed on Vtop_2 are the dynamics of the ru bber tip bouncing

off the Impact Surface. Upon impact Vtop_2 clearly indicates this interference.

Finally, the impact velocity is ""· O.S4m1s.

FfgurtZ 6: veloclty profileof state variable V2. {Free Fall).

Figure 27 illustrates the ac celeration profile of the upper platform . Th e

.,.110Hz fundame ntal v ibrational m ode of thedirect-drive robot ann is clearly evident
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on the accele rometer sensor signal, AC(EX). Upon impact, these modes are

energized, however, as thecontact process evolves the vibration decays. From the

numer ical simulation output, AC(NS), the rubber tip bounce upon impact is evident .

This is illustrated by the rounded off step behaviour between t=0.05s and t=O .l s.

During free fall, t<0.054s, the simulation robot model experiences - Ig's. The

direct -drive robot ann during this same window experiences .. -1.25g's. Al t>0 .355

the friction associated with the physical robot forces the system to a stop.

Figure 27: Acceleration profile - {F~e Fall).

Figure 28 illustrates the forces generated on the robot, F_. Signal F,.(EX)

is generated by LC_l and has been adjusted using Equations 21 and 95.96 % (see

Appendix A, Section A.5). Recall from Section 3.4.1.3 that because the calibration

of LC_l is done prior to release, O.ON represents the steady state supported mass.

Upon release the load cell's output represents this mass. Consequently, a DC offset

of O,3N approximately maps F_ (EX) with F""",lNS), The vibrational mode s of the

robot are clearly evident on the experiment signal. As with the effects of the rubber
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tip bounce superimposed on th e ecceterometer signal, the load cell also indi cates th is

effect. F,,,,,,,,(max) is ",0.6 Ne wtons.

Finally, Figu re 29 illustr ates the force profile ge nerated on boththe

envi ro nment and the robot lip , Fobp<t. Th e tran sient magnitude spi kes between

t ...O.054-0.01 255represent the rubber ti p bounce . FlJbjm(lIUlX) is a pproximately 0.6 5

New tons.

t'lgur-e 28: Force generated on the robot, F_ • (Free Fall] .
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Figure 29; Forcegenerated(In the environment, F"I t<> - [FIfe Fall].
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4.2 Programmable Compliant Experiment Results

Both the numerical and robot experimentsare described and compared in this

section. There are four experiments conducted with each setup: Table V describes

each. The four numerical simulation experiments contained ill this section have been

conducted under ideal conditions. The conditions are ideal in the sense that robot

dynamics. external vibrations, sensor integration, sensor differentiation, power supply

switching noise and incandescent light interference, to name a few, have been

excluded from the simulated contact process. Based on the high degree of correlation

between the free fall experiments of the numerical simulation and the [0001, given in

Sections 3.5.3 and 4.1, these experiments indicate what should be expected from both

Dlrect-Dnve Robot Ann experiments (DDR) and DDR)1 ) under ideal conditions.

4.2.1 Experiment I

To rccommodate tlte imposed force constraint, the physical spring is forced to

compress. This is a result of two phenomena. First of all, during lite compressive

nature of Impact Phase Frobof increases, When this generated force exceeds F'ril_robof

the effective spring constant decreases to accommodate the constraint. Consequently,

the mass supported by the spring, Mwp. forces lite compression. Second of all,

negative damping imparts a compressive force upon lite spring. This effect is

illustrated in both the numerical simulation experiments, Figure 30, and the robot

experiments, Figure 31, signals X2(lO), X2(01) and X2(1l). With reference to the

numerical simulation experiments, maximum compression is reached at .. 0.2: : and

equals = 0.42. During Recovery Phase, experiments, X2(10) & X2(1I ), are forced to

XU' This is a result of the programmable damping dissipating the compressed

spring' s stored energy. In signal X2(Ol) the damping effects are t urned off resulting

in the numerical robot model jumping off the impact surface. This is illustrated by
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the nonnalized X2{10 ) signal attaining a magnitude greater than one.

The robol: experiment, Figure 31. gave similar results. The differences

associated with the experiments are a combination of unmodelled friction effects and

inadequate motor torque(power supply related}. Maximum compression is reached at

...0.14s and equals - 0.S8. During RtC01~ry Pilau , experiments, X2(10) & X2(1 1)

quickly approach Xu' Again, this is a result of the programmable damping dissipaling

the spring's stored energy. In signal X2(OI) the damping effects are turned off

resulting in the robot reaching a steady stale d isplacement of _ 0.88. Due to

inadequatespring compression, X2(01) did not jump off the impact surface as

illustrated in the numerical simulation. The inadequate spring compression is the

result of power supply limitations. Toward the end of the experiment the unstable

behaviour exhibited by signal X2(11} is a result of the compressed spring attempting

(0 reach a more suitable steady state position.

Figure 30: Displacement pronle o( Slate variable Xl · (NSI.
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Figure 31: Displacement profileof stale variable Xl · [EX}.

From the numerical simulation velocity plot of V2, Figure 32. it is clear that

the Imposed force constraint produces a linear velocity profile . Experimems V2(lO)

and V2(tl ) tend toward O.OmIs after the robot model ceases to violate F""", t ...O.29s.

V2(01), however. violates the force constraint for approximately 0.05s longer. This

is a result of the spring's inability to dissipate any of the impactenergy.

Figures 33 and ,34 illustrate Vtop_l and ', .op_2 respectively. Because the two

velocities are derived from two diffe rent sensors, the profiles are quite different. A

detailed discussion of these differences is contained in Section 3.5,2 and in this

Section. In comparing the three velocity plots it is clear that only the numerical

simulation experiment velocity profile is linear during the violation of F"riI_Nb<Jl ' At

t ""0.085 experiments (l0) , {On and (II), Figure 33, indicate linearized velocity

profiles. Due to motor current limitations the force constraint is acheived for

approximately 0.01255 and then deteriorates due the increased demands upon the

robot during contact.
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Figure 32: verceny profile of state variable V2 . [NSI.

Time(Soc)

Figure]]: Velocityp roJile ofVtop _l · [EX).
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Consider the velocity curve generated by integrating the accelerometer signal.

Vtop_ l. For t > 0.3s Figure 33 indicated that all four experiments have not

converged to O.Om/s eve n though the displacement plots indicate otherwise.

Integration is a summation procedure. The accumulated error is a result of the

accelerometer's or ientation dur ing free fall and a result of undersampling . As the

robot ann is raised and positioned for re lease on the Solenoid Release Mecllanism the

accelerometer becomes tilted. Since the device is unidirectional any angle reduces the

sensor output. This produces an erroneous signal which is ampl ified through the

Figure 34: Velocityprofile of Vtop_2 . [EX).

integration procedure . Even though the sampling rate used in the robot experiment,

fs = 1602Hz. is adequate for the required accelerometer bandwidth, the high frequency

noise generated by the motor reactive forces . the robot's modes of vibration and the

impact created upon contact demand a higher sampling rate .

Consider thevelocity curve generated by differentiating PS_I . Vtop_2 . For
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t >0 .3s Figure 34 indicated tha i all four experiments converge at O.OmIs. The sensor

and hence thederived velocity strictly depend upon lnsuraareou s motion. The r obot

is at rest after this time period which results in the indicaled output .

Note the oscilla lory behaviou r toward the end of the experiment. 1>0.325. o f

velocity pro files Vtop_ 1 and Vtop_2. Again. as for Xl , this behaviou r is a result o f

the compressed spring tlltempting 10 reach Xu' This unstable beha viour can be seen in

all the robot experiment plots and lhus will be omitted during furt her discussion .

Figure 35 and 36 portray the acceleration profile of the uppe r platform . As

the force constraint is violated , 1_0.08s. the compli ant control algori thms force a

constant acceleration. Maintaining F_ at F<rir~mbDI ultimately imposes a similar

acceleratio n respo nse. a consta nt accelerat ion profile. T he damp ing effects associated

with experime nts (10) and (II) in both NS and EX quickly bring the accelerome ter

signal to zero . Basedo n the ideal conditions of the numeri cal sim ulation signal

AC(OO) continues to evolve, however . the robot experiment accelerometer signal

decays. This is a result of con tact friction .

Based upon tbe location of the acceleromet er senso r and L C_1 and also

because both senso rs are force measuri ng devices lheir profil es should be almost

identical. Thu s the force genera ted on the robot. F_ shou ld be a scaled version o f

the acce leration profile . Comparing the accelerntion and F_ profil es. Figures 35

and 37 and F igures 36 and 38. confirms the idea .

Referri ng to Figure 36 . the cropped accelerometer signal. 1> 0 .085. is a result

of the imposed force constra int. Referring 10 Figure 38 , the cropped F_ signal is

well defined. Inadequate motor curre nt prevented a more defined crop in both

instances .



TlJIIo(sec)

F1gureJS: Acccleralion profile_ INS].

F1gureJl'i: Aecclerationprofil e - IEXI.
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Figure 37: Forcegellerlled 011 the robot,F_ • INSI.

r'.. ·'f - -+- I+ -I?\I ·· - <''''7
1 ' f- ·- i- N' ·+ ·_ ·+ · \, C- i ' ·.. , ""''/'''''W~''''i

Figure 38: Forcegeneratedon !he robot, F_ . [EX).
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The imposed force constraint also affects the force generated on the

environment, Ft1bjt<,. Figure 39 illustrates FtJbfr<r during the four numerical

experiments. Upon impact , t '2>0.054s, all four experiments indicate identical impulse

spikes. Even though FIIbfr<l exceeds Frlll•.-(0.35N) the control algorithm is

responding to F,_ not Fobjt<r. Thus, F./>j«I is a consequence of the force constraint

imposed on FttJImf' Once FV ilJ _ is exceeded, FobJr<I oscillates and eventually stabilizes

at ""0.4N. When the force constraint is removed and steady state conditions prevail.

FubJr<Imeasures the gravitational induced forces on M,o•lJI' It is interesting to note that

at ""O.358s the robot tip leaves the environment and rebounces at '"'O.44s.

.e
. ,

4 ·· ··· · ··: . ..........L ..... ......

J~
, 0;.,.,'-)(.

1~(OI) ,,
' .. ..'_)~I,,10,11)

. "'~e~~
1~(I1) / I 0;.,.,'" \.e

\. I K.
>- l \~.z

0
'0;.,.,'00 <, V -. J\

0;.,.,'01 /,
Timc(_>

flg ure 39: Forcegenerated on the environment, F"I"" [NSJ.
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The robot experimental results. Figure 40, do not indicate the same response

during the contact process. A close examination of the physical setup. Figures 5,6

and 7, reveals why. Force control is provided through the motor which is in turn

connected to the upper platfonn . Only the sensors mounted here are affected by the

control algorithm. Load Cell #2. F<>bjm' measures the spring force during the contact

process. The physical spring constant, K" does not change from LC_2's perspective

but in a pseudo fashion changes from the robot' s perspective. This is why, LC_2's

output is actually greater than the free fall maximum force.

F<J(II)

Flgu«40:Force gene rated on lheenviron.menl,F~ .(f'.XI .

Figures 41 and 43 illustrate the influence of programmable damping and

stiffness coefficients in the numerical experiment. Figures 42 and 44 illustrate the

influence of programmable damp ing and stiffness coefficients in the robot experiment.

For experiment one, in each caes, 8(00) and K(OO), B, and K, were set to zero.

Therefore. Bro<oJ :::: B. + B.. ::: O.125Ns/m and K_ :::: K, ::: 18.33N/m.
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Referring to the numerical simulation experiments , when the force constraint is

accommodated by either Bp or Kp independently, there is a greater demand on each

parameter (see experiments 8(10) and K(01». Using both together . B(ll) and K(ll),

the demand is clearly reduced. During RecoveryPhaseBI(Jf(>l is set to critical damp ing

consequently its magnitude becomes == l ANs/ro. A singularity occurs at

approximately 0.22s. During the transition between Impact Phaseand Recovery

Phase the spring compression is maximum. Hence, its velocity is zero and Equation

18 becomes singular.

rc

t ; ~ \ ~~ e
!

! ~\
V ~i

r ---..;:: -...:

1_' ! ~:x
!!i!!V

- 00, c.os 0.' 0.15 '2 0.25 0.3 O.J5 ,.. 0.'

Time (.->

F1~ure 41. Programmable dampmg profile. B_ INS).

Referring to the robot experiments , when the force constraint is acconunodated

by either Bp or Kp independently, again the demand on each paramete r changes

between the Impact Phose and the Recovery Phase(see experiments B(IO) and K(Ol»).

Using both together, B(ll) and K(11) , the demand is clearly reduced. During

Recovery PhaseBI(JItll is set to critical damping consequenlly its magnitude goes to

.., IAN s/ro. A singularity occurs at approximately 0.22s . During the transition
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Fii:ur~ 42: Progranunable dampingprofile, B_ . [EXt.

between Impact Phase andRecovery Phasethe spring compression is maximum.

Hence, its velocity is zero and equation 18 again becomes singular.
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Figure43: Programmable stiffnesscoefficient,K",.. • INSj.
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Flgure44: Programmable stiffnesscoefficient,K_ - (EX].
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4.2.2 Experiment II

The experiments contained in this section were conducted using a

± 60v@± 5amp power supply. During the last experiment, E(l!). the power supply's

blood pressure dropped . fibrillation was induced and spontaneous self-cremation

reduced its blood-current level below nonn al operating conditions. Therefore. E(11)

is incomplete and clearly visible; ' ''''0 .16s, in each of the figures to follow. As with

the two previous experiments, the actuator is consistently dropped from I .Scm which,

under the influence of gravity, generates an impact velocity of ""a .SOm/s. Also.

during Recovery Phase B_ is sel la critical damping. It should be noted thai if

damping is turned off, as in E(OI), then even though BfIJItJI equals Bmr the damping

effects are not actually implemented. The imposed force constrainton Fr rit __ =

O.35N.

F·:t•• •••• ]I••••••••~••••••••• t lt 1f~H
1'~':t>;;P;;;; t l ,~ +l i :k J: ; j /" !•• . .... , . .

. O.1f'''• ." +\" .j / .j ;C=,..... ;

TirDe (aecl

Flgur't 45: Displacementprofile of Slate variable X2 - lEX).
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This section will not conta in as much detail as the previous section due to i t~

repetitive nature. However. the important differences are highlighted. Expurir nent

(00) demonstrates the contact effects with 8,. and K, turned off. Note that F,, 01>.~ peaks

at about O.S3N (see Figure 47). contact is osci llatory (see Figure 45) and Posr-Couec r

Phase is never reached due the oscillations. Essentially , there is not enough energy

being dissipated durin g the Impact and Reco~'ery Phases. Experiment (10 )

demonstra tes constrained contact motion with F,"'=F,nt.".....=O,3SN. 81'at 100% lind

Kp turned off. As Fl"' ",,,tJ violates F<t~._(t = 0.9s). HI' adjusts to accommodate the

force constraint (see Figure 50). Not ice the relatively linear velocity response o f

VIOp_I. The filtered F_ signal. Figure 47 . clearly indicates the actuator 's attempt

to keep F_ < F""._ . Similarly. Experiment (01) demonstrates the same effec ts

with Kp at 100% and H, turned off. As Fcril._ is violated Kp adjusts to maintain FmIo~

at or below 0.35N. Contact is maintained. however , in this case displacement

oscill ations

Figure46: Velocityprofileof stalevariable V2 ·[EX I.
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prevent Post-Contact Phase from occurring(refe r to Figure 45). The final

Experiment, (11) , is incomplete. During the first part of Recovery Phase, the powe r

supply malfunctioned which prevented its comp letion. The free fall and Impact Phase

port ions of the experiment, however, were recorded. From this infonn ation it is clear

that F"Ib." is never violated (see Figure 47) and the demands upon the programmable

damping and stiffness is reduced in comparison with E(10) and E(OI) . These

observations prevail throughout all three experiments. Conside r the four plots of F""""

in Figure 47 and Figure 43. The three force constrained experiments exceed O.35N.

This is attributable to digital filter delays, non-eollocated sensors, mutate time

constant and other feedback control effects.

-""',
Figure 47: Force generated on the robot, F_(Fillered) • [EXI.
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Figure 48: Force Generated on the robot, F_(Unlillered) -lEX].

Figur e 49: Force generated on the environment, F"'I'" - (EX].
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Flgun 50: Programmable dam ping profile, B_ - IEXI.
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Flgure 5 1;Prograrnmablesti ffncssprofile, K"",, - jEXI .
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4 .2.3 Experiment III : Adva nce d Damping Algorit h m

Durin g the Recovery Phase the damp ing coeffici ent is altered based upon a

more advanced contact algorithm. This added piece of softw are attempts to furlher

reduce the lime associa ted with bring ing the robot end-ef fector to steady state .

Hence, an increase in the task execution bandwidth .

The C source code of the extra softwa re added to [he Reco very Pilose is

Illustrated bclow. Based upon the predicte d steady state displacement of X2 the

effective da mping, Bt<WI , is adjusted to re flect the urgency of bring ing the robot

sys tem to steady stale . There are three co nditional statements("ir "). The last

co nditional statement reflects the possibility that the improved algorithm may nor be

[he best solution and instructs the robot to return to the original co mpliant co ntrol

algorithm. This is a safety prec aution which ensures F"d-,_ is never vlclatcd.

Co nsidcr the first co nditional statement. II Slates that if the force being genera ted o n

the robot is under con trol and the ca lculated damp ing(which is used to evalua te

F" ,nd)' based on the original control algo rithm, is under control, consider the

advanced algorithm. If the displacement is above or below X" the damp ing is

p rogramme d 10 allow a quick return to X" based upon the system' s instantaneous

ve locity . If the actuator is near X" and the veloci ty is approximately O.Om/s . then the

seco nd condi tional statement indicates that there is no need to worry about state of the

robot - Stability has been reached and Post-Contact Phose has been enlered(or

pend ing). In essence , the damping parameter is reduced to allow the compressed

spring energy 10 bri ng the sys tem toward X.,.

Toltra nu _ 0.00 1,-
if« F_ i F",,__J && (F..,.., < F,<w__ ) )

.4Xss .. Xss -X2,-
iff (j V2 1 > Tolt ronct ) && (..xu > Tottro nct ))

{
Bp " Bp_curmtl • .xss·( K-J/ IV2 f:
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B_ aBp+ BlI+Bm;
Fb - ·B_ ·(V2 -V I):
F_ = Fb + Fs:

if(F."",,{> F" ,,__ J

IMPLE MENT ORiGINAL AL(j()RJTIIM!
)

), • .. a a .... .. .. ~ .. .. = _ _ ====_=__.. .. - - __ .." .,

To illustrate the effectiveness of the advanced algor ithm profile s of X2 , V2,

F,_, and 8,. have been overlaid in the original numer ical simulation plots eo mained

in Section 4 .2.1 .. They have been reprodu ced here for co nvenience . The same

experiment initial conditions remain. The nomenclature used 10 highlightlhe insert ed

plots is "'(dd) which stands for ~ouble ~amping. Displacement profiles in Figure 52

clearly indicates X" is reached in a shorter period than in any of the original four

expe rimen ts. From the velocity profil e it is clear that the robot system overs hoots the

desired X" posi tion but the overshoot is not significam. The force generated on the

robot is kept below Fu iI __ and Figure 55 illustrates the degree to which the

programmable damping is modified to implement the changes (O.028s:!:;;r:o:;;O.37s).

In tenu s of the time benefits associa ted with this advanced co mpliant

algorithm, about 0.0 12 seconds is saved - in compar ison with expe riments (10) and

(It) . The perfonnance of the robot in terms of its ability to grasp an object has

increased, Hence, its operating bandwid th has increased. For argum ents sake,

assume that a fixed assembly robot perform s a part icular task 2000 times in one day

cycle(one task takes 43.2 seconds). On a pe r day basis, the total time saved is 24

seconds or 0 .4 minute s. In one year this accumulates to ",,2.433 hours. This figure

is relativ ely small with reference to one robo t, however . if every robo t in the world

implements the advanced feature the cost sav ings is clearly enormo us.

Th is algorithm is not implemented on the dire ct-drive robot arm simply

because the subtle effects would not be observab le.
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Chapter 5

5.0 Conclusions and Observations

Discrepancies between the robot and the numericalsimulation software model

are mainly due to urunodeleddamping characteristics of medirect-drive robot ann

and the inadequate power supply. During the free fall experiments it is evident that

as time progressed the unmodelled frictional effects become instrumental in diverging

the simulation and robot experiment outputs. However, over theduration of the free

fall experiments the numerical simulation and robot experiments clearly showed a

high degree of correlation.

The process of integration inherently attenuates signal dynamics. Integration is

a summation process which depends upon the instantaneous signal mul~!plied by the

sample period . A typical sample period is much less than one , 6t < < < 1, which

"squashes" small signal dynamics. The process of differentiation. on the other hand.

inherently amplifies minute fluctuations. Differentiation requires the division of the

difference between the current signal sample. S[nJ. and the previous signal sample.

5[n-1]. by the sample period. Due to the sample period being much less that one.
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divisio n "explodes" the differen ce. The greater the difference the more amplificat ion

expe rienced .

Severa l important factors exist which are essent ial prior to purchasing and

installing any sensor. I) Sensors must be chosen carefu lly to meet the dynamic range

specifica lly for the intended requ irements . Load Cell 11' 1, LC_1 , is a prime example.

The peak comp ressional force exper ienced by LC_ I Is clearly ev ident in Figu re 19.

The ±5 N range of the load ce ll far exceeds the intended application by

(SN/ ""O.l1SN)" IOO% ...4348%. A ± 0 .75N or even a ±IN load cell would have

been surricic nt. With the ±5N load cell, the requ ired circuit Gain equalled 2596.

This amplified nol only the robot's vibrational modes and power supply noise but also

people walking in the corr idor and the air conditioning fan vibra tions. Th is noi se

added to inband noise which could not be effective ly deal t with. 2) Sensors typically

have more than one dynamical process superimposed on its output . A careful

examination of what the senso r is to measure and possib le interference situations,

based upon its mount position . is necessary. Due to the wide variety of available

sensors technologies, typically one can be chosen which is impervious to extern al

inte rference. In band -nolse is di fficult to work around. 3) Calibration is ano ther

extremel y important consideratio n. Electronics and the sensor itself are sensiti ve to a

var iety of param eters. Some parameters are comrcllable quant ities, for example,

temperature . and some are unc ontrollable quantities, for example , age. These

par ameters affect sensor calibra tion. A good sensor design should provide means of

real-time self calibration. This will ultimat ely ensure accu racy and long rerm

reliability .

Seve ral motors were destroyed dur ing the Direct-Drive Robo t Ann

exper iments. These motors are not des igned to handle ±5amps. Even though the

current is pulsed and the expe riment duration is less than 0.5s, over time the coated

wires of the armature break down and short.



The Solenoid ReleaseMerllaniSnJscrapes along the und er ca rriage of the RolM

TipAssembly at the beginning of each experiment. This energizes the robot ' s

vibrational modes and also vibra tes the suppo rt rod on which the Solenoid is mco nred .

Stabilize r #1 and Stabilize r 12 help dampe n this effect .

Prev enting the Direct-Drive robot spring from emeri ng imo a tens ion imparts

dynamics which compromise system performance . Sometimes during the Rerm'ef)'

Phase the rubber tip bou nces off the tmpaa Suiface. During this tra nsition the

MechanicalStop impacts o ff theSpring Slider Guide creating an energy spike. Th is

excites the vibrational modes of the robot which ultimately effect the feedback control

loop operation. The impact effects are clear ly illustrated in Figure 19 at t .. 0 .245.

A clea r foundation for the positive benefits of introducing compliance durin g

stra tegic time frames assoc iated with environment interaction is given. Dampin g

ultimately di ssipates energy and aids in minimizing thet ime taken to enter Post

ComaaPhase. Thus. ' ....16 is minimized and thesystem task execution bandwidt h is

increased . Al tering the contact process with thestiffness parameter. under a force

constra int, ultimat ely stores the energy assoc iated with impact and allows this

potent ial ener gy to be used if des ired. ln conclusion . there is a tradeoff between

impact energy storage versus impact energy d issipation. Th is quest ion is applicat ion

speci fICand tro m a more advanced perspectiv e decided in real-time based on the

current task. In terms of mobile robots, in the future they will employ demmxl ing

runni ng ga it stra tegies. They will benefit fro m maximum energy retrieval as well as

contro lled energy dissipation. Such abilities offer extensive strategic oppon unities in

terms of co ntrol algorithms during the transition between compliant and stiff terrains

and in term s of stopping. This area of the ro bot industry is still in its infancy

compared to their fixed assembly robot counterparts . In terms of the fixed assembl y

robots. energy remov al dominates.

An idea which may be beneficial in term s of decidi ng the required percentag e
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of damping and stiffness may fall under the following proposed regime. The naniral

damped bandwidth on the env ironment should be three to four times as small as the

natural damped bandwidth of the robot interaction. This would allow the robot to

respond, if needed, without attenuation.

The developed numerical simulation model for the single degree of freedom

Direct-Drive robot arm is an accurate representation of a real-wor ld system. A high

degree of confidence can be placed in the simulation results. The program is

ultimately a research tool in which every parameter may bevaried. Any control

algorithm concept can be imp lemented during any phase of contact independently or

in some combination, with confidence levels equal 10the programmer's abilities.

The Direct-Dr ive robo t arm is a detailed , finely machined structure. All

components are adjustable to allow {or calibration and component alignment. H is

light weight and mobile. Modifications are easily implemented, for example, adding

new sensors, extend ing the robot length and the installation of a more powerful

motor. As with the numerical simulation progra m, the direct-drive singl,; degree of

freedom robot is ultimately a research tool in which every parameter may be varied.

Ideal Damping and Ideal Stiffness laws were given for implementing a

programmable comp liant environment interactive control strategy. Based on these

equations the decision of energy dissipation versus energy conservation is addressable.

Each equation can independently facilitate contact while limiting the generated force

on the robot andfor the environment .

The contact process has been broken into 5 well defined phases: Pre-Contact

Pnase, Pre-Contact Critical Phase, Impact Phase, Recovery Phase and Post-Contact

Pnase. Recognising these phases is a critical step in allowing robot interactions with

the environment.
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The advanced programmable uamping algorithm presented in Chapter 4

reconfinns the notion that the originally proposed ideal equations are not the absolute

optimal solution. Further research must be based on clearly defining what is best for

a particular 'ask. From a practical perspective the software model should he

developed and included in a three degree of freedom gripper and actual assembly

tasks executed. This will highlight and provide more realizable limitations and insight

to the limitations of the suggested programmable compliant algorithm .

Digita l filtering techniques provide an easy method of implementing filters.

One major drawback, however, is the delay associated with filtering . This delay must

be carefully considered when used in a feedback control algorithm. Unstable

behaviour and loss of feedback parameter tracking are two dominant control problems

which arc sensitive to feedback delays.

The optimal tradeoff between the percentage of damping and stiffness has not

been addressed. This is an application specific question and requires clearly defined

task goals . Only then can the "best" solution be focused upon and e valuated in terms

of performance and if indeed there is a "best" solution.

The compliant concept described has many practical uses beyond the mobile

and fixed robot industry. The Introduction and Chapter 2 illustrates a variety of

applications . To extend the list beyond the robot industry the following have been

cited. Adaptive shock absorbers: potential app lications include aircraft, cars and

space vehicle interactions (docking). Vibration snubbers: potential applications

include industrial machines, jack hammers and structure which are subject to

eanhquakes and other unpredictable natural events. In all cases the compliant device

would in real-time limit the force being transmitted , from the disturbance source , to

the destination without damaging the destination structure . The destination structure ,

for example, being a vehicle(impact forces) or a building.
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Chapter 6

Recomm endations

The following recommendations are put forth based upon observations made

throughout thedevelopment and experiments carried out on the direct-drive robot

aim . Described are ncr only enhancements which would make the existing hardware

and sonware of the direct-drive robot ann more robust, reliable and efficient but

enhancements which would alter its physicalappearance.

I) The Direct-Drive Robot Ann should be modified 10 allow control of the

force generated on the object. These modifications could include a second

motor mounted in the same config uration as the motor currently used. The

second motor, however. would becoupled to rhe reflector disk assembly via a

second aluminum shaft. This position would allow control of the lower

portion of the physical spring. In essence, both ends of the spring could be

independently controlled which would mimic changin g the spri ng constant Kc•

Another solution centres on the deve lopment of an electromagnet damper and

spring. The time constants in this design would provide a high er bandwidth .
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Electro-Rheologica l fluids would provide an means of implementing poskive

damping,

2) The power rating of the armature controlled permanent magnet DC

motor should be increased . Cogging should be kept at a minimum.

3) The electrical schematics for the five sensors, motor driver and

solenoid driver shou ld be implemented on primed circuit boards, Th i.~ would

not only elim inate wire connection noise and create a better ground plane but

would make assembly and disassembly easier.

4) To allow the spring to enter the Tension state, the end of the spring

closest to the Actuator Tip Assembly should be con nected. This would allow

removal of the Mechanical Stopand eliminate the impulse spike from effecting

tl lC control algorithm.

5) The Real-Time interrupt driven contro l software should be streamlined,

This would allow the sampling rate (0 increase resulting in performance

benefits, Separate processor s could also be used , one for sensor measurment

and filtering and one for feedback control.

6) The robot ann base should be mounted on an isolation table in an effort

to reduce external vibration excitations.

7) The hor izontal angle offset of the accelerometer and LC_I should be

accounted for in both the numerical simulation and the control algorithm.

8) Throughout the exper imentatio n, environment models were limited to

stiff uncompliant surfaces. It is sugges ted that further studies be conducted on

compliant environment model s and also time varying models.
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9) Static and Kinetic friction tests should be designed to evaluate the

frictional effects associa ted with 1) the rubber tip's lateral movements across

the Impact Surface and 2) the Spring Slider movements through the Spring

Slider Guide.
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A.O Critical Mass Components

Prior to assembly, critical component mass's wereevaluated. Thevaluesfor M IUp'

MmuJ and Mtip are evaluated based on the collected data and used in the Numer ical

Simulation software . Table AI contains a description of the each component and its

corresponding mass. Figure A l indicates the location of each component.

Table AI' Robolann component descriptionand masses

No. Ou criplion "'"
I LC_I_Y02_Sensof_Mas.s ;,13

2 AC SensorMass 0.7s
] PS_I_S~rnor_MJs.s 2.29

4 Stab;lizef_l_Man 0.33, CQllple_Clamp_2_Mn s C/,73

, AcrullOf_Tip_Jlg_Mass 2.94

7 Slider_Guide_Mus I .'

S Robot AJumiRulll_Arm_Mass .5.88·0.5

• Physical_Sprilli _Mm 0.69/2

10 SUbilizer_2_Mm 2•.5·0.45611

II Wire_Mass 1.50

12 Robol_lC_Couplc_Clamp s)~1ass 0.25

Il Roool_LC_Carrilgc_Mass 0.7S

14 P~SlCrcmc_Man 6.7S

M. 24.8469

" RcflCClot_Disk_AsscmbJy_Mass 2.92

" Sptin,-SJidcr_Guidc_M3u 1.61

17 Physitl tSpring _Mass 0.69/2

18 MccIlall i~I_SlGp_MaS$ 0.2S

M. U2S

19 nRubber_Tip_Mas$ 0 .016239347

M. 0.016239347

M_ - M... + M... + M... 29.988
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Notes: 1) All masses are given in grams .

2) The Physical Spring Mass is divided by two since it physically
couples both MIOp and M",jd'

3) Fifty percent of the Robo l Alumjnumf~ is used in
co mputing M"",because only half of its mass is supported by tile
robot assembly.

4) The Stabilizer_2_Mass is sca led by 0 .45677 because it is located
17 .4815 em from the robot tip . Based on the length of the ro bot
ann, 31.59125 em. the effective mass due to the stabilizer on the
robot tip is multiplied by:

31.59125 - 17.4815 ",0 .45677
31.59125

(All

5) The total mass associated with the sensor wires bussed through the
main robot aluminum rubeand the wirejo ining the LC I. PS 1
and accelerometer sensors at the outer t ip of the robot wa s
es timated.

6) The rubber tip mass is calculated in Appendix B.

In comparison, the output of the impact load cell. LC_2. was recorded with the

robot resting o n the Impact Surface. This value should correspond with Mr"",/. The load

cell output volta ge was measured to beO.7S7volts . Therefore the force equals:

F obj<a; LC2Q"'P'" "'O.30694N (AZ)
LC2Go1nxLC2S~uilMrJxEXNM

where LC2"",f"II= O.757volts
LC2GJi11 = 241
LC2s"" ili.." ... O.0153SmV/N
EX",sio = 10115

which translate s into, MT =F~9.81 = 0 .031289Kg = 31.289grams. Incomparison.

the results differ by 4 .16%. The only assumptio n made during the mass calculation is

the effective ma ss of the wire(see note 5) . Evaluating this quantity is extremely difficult .
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E Sprin L Slidez'_Guide_M asa

'l( PhYSiClt SprinLMu l

RenC<;IOl'_Disk_Alsembly_Mu l--RubbeT_Ttp_Mass )0

Figure AI: Location of masscomponents.

As a refe re nce measurement , a SOg mass was placed on the Impact Surfaceand

evaluated using the same procedure. The results were within 2.7%(51 .33g). Taking this

percentage off the measured mass, Mr. results in a discrepancy of less than2 %. This

error could be a result of component drift resulting in the LC2,." being slightly off.
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A.I Component Dimensions

Figure A2 showsthedimensionsused in the developmentof the direct-drive arm.

The measured lengths do not constitute a complete list but contains the necessary

f'igure A2: ImportantdimtllSiOn5.

infonnation required by the project. Also contained in the figureare the locations of the

five strategic mass groups which are used in the centre of mass derivation in Section

A.2.
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A.2 Centre of Gravity

Evaluating the robot arm's centre of gravity is based upon identifying

concentrated mass areas and g rouping them together. There are five strategic regions in

which the robot can bed ivided . Figure A2 identifies these locations. Adding the masses

and locating their individual mass centres allowed the composite centre of mass to be

evaluated. Matlab program MMI .m in Section A.2.1 contains the derivation for locating

the center of mass during non-contact situations. Table All summar izes the programs

output.

Tab le AU: Center of mass program OUtput •

MMl m

item Parameter MMl.mo utpul

, ml (grams) 15.64

2 m2(grams) 6.33, m)(&rams) 2.9362

4 m4 (grams) 6.88

, rnS(grams) 2.,, MlOlal(g rams) 34.2862

, 1"(g rl mms·", "2) 3.31SS. CO_X /meters) 0.3075

s CG_Y(mc:ters) ,0.0 108

ro CG_Tola1(mclcrs: 0.3077

Figure A2 indicates the relative position of the robot arm' s effective mass centre,

CO_Total. During the contact process, m3 moves toward m l and m2. Thi s changes the

tree fall centre of mass location deri ved in MMI.m . Overall, the effect of this mass

migration only alters CO_Y and since CO_X is 29. 4 times greater than CO_Y, the mass

migration effects can be ignored .
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A.2.l Mass Moment of lnertia Program
"" MMLm .. :> Mass Moment or Inertia: cruld lOdel.nn ine the t.1gcntial

accd erationo f Ihe robotic lip. Th i~ !.hnuld correspond
10lhe accCICT()meleroutp ul.
VERSION 2.0 April 7, 1994.

L_AC .. 0.3429: ~ .. .. .. = .. Distance (r(,m the mnrcr lohaft to the aceeleromel.'
L_LC .. O.12702S: '.\ .... "' .... Distance from d,e l1ll,llor shaft to me robot I.e
L SCi .. O.31~9 1 2S: % .. _ .. - - Distancefrom the mceorshaft to Ibe slider guide
L=Robol .. 0.31115; ~ .. .. .. .. . Distance from lhe motor shaft to Ille . \lupl.'1
LS2 0 .. 0 . 14984; % .. - .. _ _ Distance from the motor shaft 10 QUlin Stabilizer 112
1.5(1 .. 0.l38 78: '1li-- ... - Distance from the OlOlo r shafl to inncr Ollllcr Stahiliu r 12

% .. .... .. .. Man components lumped inlo five major SUh-~Clions .. .. .. ....
A .. 3.13: 'll;l C Y02 Sensor Mu s
B .. 0.75; '.IiAC-Senso r Mas;
C .. 2.29; !/O P( Scnsor) prinL Mass
D .. 0.7S: %RoOOt LC Carrialle Mus
E - 2.9412: 'IAclllaiOr5ip_J il_~,ja 5s
F e 6.7S: $ PJaslerd ne Mass
G .. O.SOI2: ' Wire_Mass
H .. 0.2S: 'I Robot_LC_Couple_C lall\ps_~la55

ml .. A+ B+ C+O+E + F+ G+ Il:
1 _ 1.00: '"Slider Guide Mass
1 -0.Jl; lIlSllIbi!1Zer I Mass
K _ 1.61: lIlSprinll) i ide r_Guide_Mass
L _ 0.69: ~Phys icatSpl inll_Mass

M _ O.2S; !i Meclianical Slup Mass
N .. 2.9412: 'lACMiaIOr_Tjp) jll~M.ass
o _ 0.73: lIlCoupll'_Clamp_2_Mass
P - O.SOI2: '" Wire Mass

m2 _ 1+1+K + L+M +N + O+P;
Q _ 2.92: 'lfoRefleclOTDisk Assembly Mass
R _ 0.0162J9J47:I' Rubber Tip-Mass -

mJ - Q+R; --
S - S.88; I Rob<J1 Aluminum Arm Mass
T .. I.OO~ .. ::~~_Mass" .. :. .. ..-.. {or the wile mass tllrougll main Tube .. -- - -

U - 2.5; lIlSllIbalile r_2_Mass
m5 - U;

ml -ml +m2+m3 + m4 +1ll5;

,. _ _ .. .. - Composite Cenlel of Gravity Eu lllalion .. .. - _ ..
xl _ L_LC, yl - 0.0, ~2 .. L_SG, y2 - -om, xl .. L_SG, yJ • -0.1047. l 4 - L_Rollol;
y4 .. O.O.~, - (LSl _O + LS2) I2, yS .. 0.0;

,; .. .. .... .. X companenlo f Cenlerof Gravily _ .. _ ....
CG X .. (ml ' d + m2.~ + mJ·~l + m4·~4 + mj ·15)/ml;

% .... .. ; .. Yc omponenl ofCen tcrofGravity _ .. .... -
CG_Y " (ml ·y] + m1·y2 + ml·y J + m4'y 4 + mS· yS)lml;

" .. .. - .. .. Effeclive Centet o{Gr avity -_ .... ..
CG_lolal - sqrt«(CO_X·CO_ X + CO_Y·CG_Y» ;

" _ _ .. _ .. Mass MO(T1ent of Ine"i" of tile composf system rererenced 10motor uIJ ........ 
10 .. l l" 2°ml + 112"2·m2 + ~l ·2·ml + l4" 2°m4 + s~ ·2·1I6 ;

S .. .. .. .. .. Glnullonal scaler - .. _ --
C .. <L_AComloCO_lollll)lIo
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A.3 Robot Mass Moment of Inerti a

Basedon the Jumped effect ive ma ss of the robot 's individual components and the
effective centre of gravity, both derived from MMl. m an approximation of the robot's
mass moment of inenia. can beevaluated :

1..J.1) aCG;"'xm,..,=O.J0771xO.034286 -D.003246 19Kgm:;' (AJ I

and as a compariso n consi der the OUrptJl of LC 2 with the robot res ting 00 the impact
surface: -

1~2).~xMT.(O.3 I S9 1 25mixO.03 1289Kg .O.OO312266Kgm 2 (A4)

which gives confidence within:

0.00324619-0.00312266 - 3.81%
0.00324619

II>
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A.4 Accelerometer Output

Duri ng free fall. the robot ann is constrained by the Actuator MOlin! Assemhf.\' .
Hence. the motion can be described as rotation about a fixed axis and the angular
displacement of the Robot Tip Assembly subscr ibes an arc . The Rubol Tip AS,fembl,v
acceleration can be divided into normal. an'and tangential components. a; Since the
accelerometer measures a, we can evaluate the ~cled {angen!ial acceleration. a,,,.
based on the robot assembly and compare it with the output of the accelerometer .

Summing the moments about the motor shaft and solving for the angular
acceleration:

EMo·«J....m/tJl<1l><8xCGT..lcIl-B'" 1M )

where If) '" Composite Mass Moment of Inertia
CGwM1 == Compos ite Centre of Gravity
1IIt<>141 '" Compos ite Mass
g '" Earth gravity
8m = Motor Priction Effects

therefore.

«= M-.JxgxCGfDrtJI-B",

I,
(,4,1)

Since the output from the accelerometer measures the tangential component of the Robot
Tip Assembly's acceleration, at. C can be evaluated with the equation ar = L_AC-'a:

[
m.gCGIDUJI -S",] L _AC . B",

Q,=L.AC.« :L....1C. --1,-- :g C- /; - ('\'S)

where,

c=mtxL .AC xCGt«tIJ

I ,
(A9 )

8", is set to zero because the motor has been removedfrom the robot assembly. L_AC

is the distance between the motor shaft and the location of the mountedaccelerometer.

The constant C is measured in g force and indicatesAt..... . Again. Figure A2 illustrated

the five strategic positions on the robot assembly were the individual co~ponent masses

"'



have been lumped. All data was recorded and used in evalualing the constant C. Refer

10Table All arxl matlab program MMI.m:

C =- m",..,xL,.ACxCG-, .. 34.2862granuxO.3429mxO.3077m =1.09 ) ) (AtOI
1. 3.3I:5S

Figure A3 contains the OUtpul o f theaccelerometersignaland Figure A4 is an enlarged

view. With lhe motor removed. during free fall lhe magnirude of the signal is "" -1.25

which results in error of:

(Alii

As a check. another immediate relationship which can be used to determine the

accelerometer scaler(C) is 10 divide the position of the accelerometer location by the

composite cen tre of mass: L_ACICG_ == 0.3429/0.3077 .. 1. t 144. which results in an

error of:

(A121
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T"1JlH: (sec)

Figure A3: Accelerometer (AC)signal duringFree Fall.

Figure A4: Enlarged view of accel~romeler sensor output.
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A.S Load Cell #1 Output

Physically. the load cell which measures the force being generated on the robot,

Fu.~ . is displaced from the robot ann 's centre of gravity. As with the accelerometer

signal output. LC_l requires interpretation. Figure AS illustrates the position of LC_l .

'\
=

-1
Flgure AS: LoadCell II rceancn.

During excitation (process of contact), the forces acting on LC_ 1 can be resolved into

norma l and tangential components:

(A U )

(AI4)

The load cell is not calibrated for torsional excitation forces or lateral induced

forces nor should the devices be SUbject10 them (EntranSpec. Sheet). Therefore. even

if F~ could beevaluated it is of no use. It should benoted thaI the magnitude of the load

being supported by LC_1inconjunction withthemaximumeffective drop height. z.scm,

minim izes the potential risk of damage to the load cell. However, these effects still

contribute 10 the overalloutput of the load cell.
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Mounted on the upper section of LC_I are four constituent masses: (I )

Robol_LC_Couple_Clamps_Mass = 0.25/2g . (2) Robot_LC_Carriage _Mass =0.75g.

(3) Plastercine_Mass = 6.75g and (4) LC_l _Y02_Sensor_Mass "" 3.13/3g which total

8.668g

During free fall the load cell output, measured from the Keithley side of the

analog filter is 2.88volts (see sensor generic schematic in Appendix C. Figure C6) . The

predicted tangential force component in terms of voltage is:

L.LC (AI5)
EF'lv)=M.,xgx CG",wxLCltdblxLC2S.II.riIf';ilyxEXmtloxCOS(S.1)=2.76375V

where Mr,,,. "" O.OO8668Kg
g = gravitation constant
L LC = O.327027m
CO Tctal w O.3077m
Lci""", = 2596.58
LC1s-ih>it'/ :: 17.72SmVIN
EX_:: 10115

Thus, 2.76315/2.88 => 95.96% of the output is being contributed by tangential forces

and ""4.04% by normal forces. During environment interaction the contribution of the

tangent ial and nonnal forces will vary due to a variety of factors. such as, the impact

force upon contact. friction forces and the shifting centre of mass. All of these

contributions are difficult to quantify .
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A.6 Spri ng Constant Evaluat ion

The same test ji g used in the calibration of Proximity sensor One was use to

determine the spring constant, K<. of the physical spring used in the direct-drive arm.

TI1e reflector disk was removed and replaced with a flat support surface made our of

aluminum and the jig was mounted vertically allowing gravity to compr ess the spring.

Table Alii contains the mass verses compression data and Figure A6 illustrates the force

displacement relationship. The first reading is the reference point from which all other

data points were measured . Graphite between the slider and the slider gu ide reduced the

erroneous effectscausedby friction. Note that thefirst point is offthe average slope and

was therefore omitted fonn the slope calculation. The smaller the mass the larger the

displacement error caused by friction . The average slope was calculated from data points

2 through 6 which represents the spring constant used in both the numer ical simulation

program and the robot arm feedback control interface program : K, 0: 18.330286N/m

Table Alii ' Spring constant data

". Ma:, Oispllcemenl
(gralTlS) (inches)

I 10 0.'
l 30 0. 153

l 40 0.3580

4 30 0.568

s 60 0.7725

, 70 0.9970
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Figure A6: Foree -vs- Compression curve of physicalspring.
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A.7 Motor Resistance and Inductance Evaluation

The following two tables contain the armature resistance, RQ , and armature

inductance, L
Q

• measuremer:ts of the permanent magnet DC motorused inthe I obot ann.

Table AIV' Permanent magnetDC motorwinding resis tance datapoints

,"m RCI" lllIlt C ,"m Resistance
(0) (0)

I ,.. II 8.1

z 8.7 n 8.'

3 '. 0 u 8.'. ,.,
" 8.'

s 10.8 rs 7.7

6 10.0 16 8.'

7 ... 17 8.0

8 8.1 18 8.1

, ...
10 s.a

Avcraie" 1'7.9118" 8.712D

Tablc AV: Inductancemeasurements L.'
,"m lndutl.1nce

(mH)

I 4.26, .."

3 4.28. 4.26, 4.25. 4.31

Average . 25.58/6 _ 4.263mH

12'



From RQ and L. the electrical lime constant can be evaluated:

(,\ 16)

and the motor's corresponding electrical bandwidth determined:

(,\17)

Both variables were measured using a mulrimeter. During the measurement

procedure, the rotor was rotated in equal increments to obtain an average value for the

parameters. This helped average the varying effects of commutation resistance. wint.ling

resistance, permanent magnet non-uniformity, winding inductance and other factors

which effect these parameters. Since the motor is energized for less than 112second

during each experiment, motor heating is negligible and the effect of temperature on

these parameter can be ignored.

A.S Motor Mass Moment of Inert ia

The permanent magnet DC motor rotor diameter == 19.66mm and irs mass '""

3",',33g. The motor rotor takes the form of a circular cylinder. Based this infonnation

an approximation of the rotor's mass moment of Inertia can be evaluated:

l __r. ,2;m .~x[ O.QI~mrxO.03733Kg .O.OOOOO 1 8037Kgm 2 (AIR)
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A.9 Motor Viscous Damping

Theinteractionof the permanent magnetfield with the motor's armature iron core

resuns in a. viscous retard ing force . B. . Motor hearings also contribu te [0 tlle total

viscous dampingeffects. Twoexperiments wereccrd ucred. one with the motor removed

and one with the motor insto.!Ied. Tbe release height is 2..5cm with respect to the center

of gravity. Figures A7 through AIO contain the sensor output data.

r""" toec)

FigunA': Free fall velocity profile.

From the free fall portion of LC_l. F,.." plot , is extremely d ifficult 10 obtain an

accurate magnirude reading because the vibrational modes of the robot ann arc

superimposed on the signal. Figure AID is a filtered and enlarged view of F..-_

Clearly, there is a measurable force difference. At 1=0.06435. F,.,.""I "" -O.2830N and

F...- "" -O.300SN, which F~= O.0175N. Since the experiment output has beenmapped

10 the numerical simulation F., must beunmapped: F~ '" 0.0175/2 .8665 '" 0.006105N

' 25



(see Section 3.4 . 1.3 . Equation 21). This is the effective retarding force being generated

by the motor at t=0.0643s. Converting this force into a scalab le viscous damping force

is accomp lished by dividing FdYJby the instantaneous velocity and transferTillg the resuu

to the motor shaft:

B '"Fdifi"' LLC '"0.006105NxO.327027m "O.OO3252 1 58N.~
.. (scIlkIb/.o) Velocity 0.6139mls

Hence, the absolute viscous effects of the motor on the cente r of gravi ty is g iven by:

B " BM(Jc~l '" 0.003252158,,0 0l 0569Nsim (,\20)
.. CG/DW 0.3077 .

j-"

j
>-0,5

MOlGr lUmowd / / '

-O.6}~

-":--:,,,.,,:-:,,,.,,:-:,,,,.,., - ,:C,"'. -:Coo"", -:C",,".-:CM,,",---==-= ---:!
n-I_l

FtllureA8: Enlarged vrewertee free fall velocityprofile.
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Figure A9: Generaled force onthe robot. F_ . freefall.

l ' "
t-O.2

J-O. 2~

-'-.
Figure AIO: Enlargedview of F_ . freefall.
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B.O Non-Linear Rubber Tip Model

Figure Bl describes the relationship between applied pressure and percent

compression of natural rubber impregnated with bubbles. The material and original

compression curvewereobtained fromINSTRUMAR. Table BI contains theestimated

data points from the origina l comp ress ion curve. The data points were obtaine d with the

use of a set of dividers and a ruler . lhus, the units of Table BI arc: in centime tres. Using

the conversion factors Xscate = 6.211 and Yscale ::: 0 .0659. Figure Bl is realized.

The compression axis is normalized to 1, hence, 0.1 implies 10% compression

and in a similar manner 0.6 implies60%compression. There are two separable phases

exhibited which are distinguishable around 55 % compression. Up to 55 % compression

the data points are approximately linear. Above 55% the pressure required to compress

the rubber increases exponentially . This transition is called void fraction and occurs

when the impr:'jna ted bubbl:s have collapsed.

"'/

Figure 81: Naturalrubber compression data ·INSTRUMARUmilcd.
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Table 81' Natural rubber ccmoresslon-vs-presscre data

d• • Pr~ssure{~) Comr'~"Jion(y) d•• Pr~ssu~(~) C""'l'lc<si,,"lY)
(t m) (em) (em) (em)

1 0.0 0.0 13 ,... 4.'

a 0 .02 0.' " ss ' .1

3 0.2 0.' II .5.8~ ,.,
4 0.' 0.69 16 '. 4 ' .0, 1.0 l. O5 17 1.0 6,S5. 1 .4~ 1.3 18 1.1 '. 9

1 2.3 1.8 19 a.53 1.39..-
8 3.02 2.28 20 9.1 1.'

9 3.S8 2.71 21 11.0 11,28

10 4.01 3.22 aa 12.1 ..,
II 4.3 3.1 II l H 2 9.2

u 4.17 ' .2

.,

0'
C<>mprcMiog(S'J

I ·f ·········· .. ·L .

1'

Figure 82: Metnc version of natural rubber compressiondara,
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Figure 82 is a direct mapping of Figure BI , however, the data now is represented

in Newtons -vs- percent compression.

Mathematically there are numerous methods for generating this type of response:

continuous and piece-wise continuou.s. Based on lhe need for a simple model required

10 minimize !he sonwarecomputational time necessary to evaluate the tip response a

conuncous mathematical model will suffice . Several math funclions produce the generic

profile: y=r, y=aTanhO. y= TanO and inO. The natural lcganthmic equation was

chosen and modified to more accurately represent the tip dynamics. It is mathematically

represented by Equation Bl and graphically illustrated in Figure B3.

(81)

where K = Spring constant scaler = 2.0

Max = tension/compression scaler = l. S2S

10.= Natural robber tip length = 0.317Scm

The singular points occur at:

PerUllle-, . ~ ~: =~ ~tu - t l.;25 - :lO.6SS (8 2)

where Max is a scaler which determine s the singularity position. Equation 82 is

normalized to 10.,.

Figure B3 contains the best curve fit of the narurallog function to the data points.

The approximation was obtained throug h trial and error, Figure B4 illustrates the

complete te nsion -vs- compression pial of the natural log approximation. Compression

III



greater lhan the singularity point does not exist. In a similar fashion. tens ion heyofllJ lhe

negat ive of the singular po intdoes nol exist . During software integration the lime step.(

may impose a magnitude jump which overshoots th: singular point. Appropriate action

is taken ifUl is situation arises.

I---Raw Diol&PoiDls(INSTIlUMAR. Lad.IJ
- Ia( I ApprotiIDaliolI

Co!DpmIicG(S)

Figu«BJ : Nllural rubber -vS- nalurai loll. ln( ). INppin• .

Figure 85 contains the normalized compress ion and tension plots of K,..
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i s•~ ol------='""+--""=-----i-- ----1

j-'

- 0.& - 0.4 -0.2

TtmkrD('ifi)

Figure 84 : Tcn~ionfComprcssion curveof rubbertip model.

- 0.8 - 0.6 -0 .4 - 0,'

T~(")

FIRureB5: Coefficienlmagnitude of natural rubber modellliffDCSS parameter,
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B.l Rubber Tip Mass

The mass of the rubber tip used in the experiment was evatunu..'tJ and used in the

numerical simulation. From the two natural rubber samples obtained Irom

INSTRUMAR( DYK Brand. 565-C black open cell sponge) the following data was

obtained:

Sample One:

Vollimes/"I S.3x15.1 xO.63S=146.704cmJ

Sample Two:

Volumts1= lS.3xI5.22x O.3157=73.934955cmJ

Their mass was measured 10 be:

Mosss,"O.07139Kg

and

MossS! =O.0380SKg

Therefore. their densities equal:

Densitys,= MassS1 =0.000486625 Kg
Volumesl em!

and

lknsityn = Massn "'O,0005146411'£.
Volumen em'

which in terms of tolerance is around 5 percent:

Tolerance» Ikns irys, - Densiryn xl 00%=5.44%
DerJ3itySI

Taking their average,
results in an acceptable density for menatural rubber. The mass of the rubber tip is

calculated as follows based upon the cylindrical shape of the tip used in the expe riment :
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Volum~"P . '/t)(, 2 xh .(1t)(O. 180342)(O.3 175) .O.032439767cm)

which allows the mass 10becalculatedas:

MIip .AvgllrtANyxVolum~.-16.239 x l0 ·6Kg
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C.O Sensor Details

C.l Proximity Sensors #1 and #2

There are twoproximitysensors used in the experiment. One proximity sensor

measures the spring deflectionand is referred to as PS_l , the other is used10 measures

thedistance between the Reflector Discand the Impact Sulface. The latter is referred

to as PS_2. Figure 6 indicates the location of PS_1 and Figure7 indicates the location

of PS_2 on the direc t-drive robot armexperimentsetup (Section3.4 .1). Both proximity

sensors consist of a Transminer(Tx) and a Receiver( Rx) c ircuit pair . hence, they are

further defined as PS_I_T x, PS_l_Rx, PS_2_Tx and PS_2_Rx. In both cases the Tx' s

emissio ns are refle cted by rm Reflector Disc. The intensity of the refle ction is measured

by the Rx circuit . hence. thedistance between the Reflector Disc and each proximity

sensor can be interpreted. It should be noted that the distance being measured by the

sensors are different thus theirindividual Gain is slightly different and the Robot Frame

Assembly should be grounded.

The heart of both proximitysensor 's operation is a spectrally and mechanically

matched Transmitter and Receiver pair manufactured by Texas Instruments, TIL3! and

TILS1 respectively. Their matched characteristics make them ideally suited for use

together.

C.1.1 Transmitter Circuit

The TlL31 is an infrared emittingdiode. Its spectral output is welldefined and

limited between 87Snmand 91Snm withpeak emissio ns at 92Snm. Themain reason for

choosing this device is because its emissions areconfined to anangular displacement of

10 degrees relative to its optical axis. This enabled a well defined point light source to

be focused on the Reflector Disc which ultimately increased the accuracy and
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repeatability of the both proximity sensor circuits. Figure C I contains PS_1_Tx and

PS_Z_Tx schematics. Both circuits are identical.

io.ooo-

+15v
+ l~v

C.1.2 Calibration

Adjustlhe 10K potentiometer untilthe TIL31continuous forward voltageis 150.0

rnA(which is also the transistors collector current). With the 27.00 resistor installed.

the base voltage of the transistoris approximately 6.38 voltsand lheoutput of the voltage

divider circuit is 4 .05 volts. The greater the collector current the more intense are the

IR emissions.

Notes:

~ Maximumforward collector current is 200mA.

~ +IO.OOOv reference signal is produced by Analog Devices chip 588.
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C.1.3 Receiver Circuit

The IllS! is configured 10operate in the phc rorranslstor mode. Its bandwidth

is 450 nm to llOOnmand its peaksensitivity is around91Onm. Referring to Figure C .

the Receiver circuit contains three sub-components: Dark Current Zero adjust. Gain and

Filter. Covering the TIL81 is a 6mmX6mmX3mm Infrared glass filter. This attenuates

all frequencies below 8S0nm. Figure C2 contains PS_l_ Rx schematic and Figure C3

contains PS_2_Rx schematic.

F111lN Cl: Receiver circuil schematic: PS_I)tx.

C.I .4 Calibration

ZeroAdjust Circuit: The Zero Adjust circuit compensates for the TIL81 dark

cunene. Cover the nUl to block out any lightwhich may enter the device. While

monitoring the ADS21JDoutput. adjusting the lOon potentiometer until a reading ofO.Ov
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is obtained.

GainlZero AdjUSt: Calibration procedure of each sensor circuit is identical. The

gain of the AD521JD chip of is adjusted to 125 for PS_ l. The gain of PS_2 is described

in the notes below. Connect an appropriate calibration signal. for example , a tOmv DC

signal. to thepositive input of the AD52t ID chip and ground the negative input. Adjust

the l00KO potentiometer until the appropriate gain is reached. The second required

calibration requires both inputs to be grounded. Once the inputs are grounded. adjust

the IOKO potentiometer Unlitthe output is zero volts.

Notes:

- Both circ uits do not account for the dark current temperature dependence of the

TIL8l.
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- The experiment setup should be turned on at least 10 minutes prior to data

acquisition so thermal effectscan stabilize.

• Only PS_I_Rx's OUtput is fillered:J.. = 72.34Hz

• +5.000v and +10.000v referencesignals are produced by Analog Devices chip

588.

- During free rail PS_ I is cooled by Ihc:surrounding air. This allen both me
Tl LJ I and Tl L81 OUtplllS. Black tape wrapped around the sensor reduced this

problem to an acceptable level (refer to Figure 6. Secno 4.3.1).

- PS_2 Gain: This gain is arbitrary in the sense that there is no exact gain value.

With the robot ann resting the on the Impact Surface, adjust the IOOKO

potenrlcmeter until the AD52lJD output reads approximately 8 volts.

C.1.5 Calibration Detail of PS_'

Calibrating Proximity Sensor I HPS_i) relied on the design of a mcunling

ptartorm which would rigidly hold theproximity sensor and the reflector disk

assemblyunit. This ensured accurate results by eliminating errors introduced by the

tedious procedure necessary to obtain the compression - veltage relationship. SpecifIC

examples which would contribute to the error if the test jig were oot used are:

holding the reflector disk.in a particular position dUring the 2 seconds required for the

software program to acquire the data. maintaining thedigital calipers in positicn and

not contaminating the reflector disk surface with finger debris. The test jig is

illustrated in Figure C4.
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FlgunC4: Proximity Sensor cahbmio n jig.

As the calipers are opened the slider moves through the slider guide and in the

process compressesthe spring. The Reflector DiscAssembtymoves toward PS_1.

hence, the compression - voltage relationship can beobtained.

Prior to calibration the gain and offsets of the PS_1 differential circuitry were

adjusted such that 10,,,,,,,, "" 0.0 volts and maximum compression was 10.0 volt, This

allowed for maximum resolution given that the AID converter's input range is defined

as ±10.0 volts. Therefore, during compression the proximity sensor circuit would be

positive and during tension a negative voltage would be produced. Under no load.

l0 sp<illl the output would equal 0.0 VOllS .

The precision calipers were mounted on the slider guide rest plate which

enabled the natural lengfh(no load condition) of the spring to be zeroed with the

calipers, Adjusting the calipers automatically compressed the spring giving an

accurate displacement reading during the experiment. Two calibration tests were

conducted with displacement ranging from 0.0 inches to 1.75 inches in increments of

0. 1 inches. The results were recorded and are contained in Table CI. Figure C5

higblights the experiment results. Overlaid in the same figure is a lhird order least
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squares approximation of the data points and Equation C1 represents the relationship

between PS_I output and actual compression.

NOTES'

where A = PS I 1 = 0.04594217515180
B = PS-t- 2 = -0.81158674281651
C = PS- I- 3 = 8.11956000994870
D = p( C4 = 0.06798466446682

The first data points were forced equal 10 O.Ovolts.

rcu

Proximity Sensor Data used in calibrating the spring displacement is contained in

Table CI.
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Tab~ CI: Pro~imily Sensor 1'1 c~ li br~ lil'ln d~l.l

X Maximum Minimum Average Muimum Minimum A..tr~l:e
(in) (..oilS) (..olts) (vollS) (v"h~) (\ '<llts l \vlll lS)

0.0 o.ccocco o.ccoooo o.coocoo 0.o00ooo 0000ooo 0.0011000

0.1 O.36769~ 0.365327 0.36660~ 0.30-m~ 0.J0 11l6~ 0.303112

0.2 0.669147 0.666763 O.6680~7 O.6~2193 0.6·l9lIOO 0.6~ 1I19

0.3 1.054007 1.05159~ 1.052888 1.031766 1.0293 3~ 1.030651

OA 1.445904 1.443547 1.444832 1.429695 1.427337 I.U 86 18

0.5 1.880795 1.878362 1.879671 1.870907 1.868459 l .a69193

0.' 2.366506 2.J64125 2.365412 2.34!H2 3 2.346162 2.348057

0.1 2.903598 2.901221 2.902507 2.903598 2.901227 2.902S07

0.' 3.50 1170 3.499372 3.5006&4 3.470138 3.468lJ 3 3.469645

0.' 4.132306 4. 129967 4. 131244 4.10 1318 4.099130 4.100437

1.0 4.797991 4.79~604 4.1968!H 4.779691 4.711283 4.7786 12

1.1 5.5U998 ~ . ~ 1359 1 5.514899 5.~0269 1 5.500218 5.50 1604

1.2 6.261889 6.25949 \ 6.260798 6.25 1~ 34 6.249120 6.250433

t.a 7.020,00 7.023696 7.0 24992 7.011021 7.008553 7.009899

1.4 7.735752 7.733302 7.734630 7.738SS5 7.736124 7.737463

r.s 8.428743 8.426306 8.427625 8.416887 8.414381 1l.4151l2

I., 9.013021 9.010514 9.011 904 9.006 190 9.003686 'Hm o33

1.1 9.4628st 9.460410 9.461738 9.476068 9.473577 9.474939

1.7S 9.6~703S 9.654535 9.655868 9.651205 9.648666 9.650035
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C.2 Accelerometer and Load Cell #1 & #2 Sensors

The three sensors are manufactu red by EntranDevices. They arc full hridge·

semiconductor based devices and are provided with an open ended zero adjust half

bridge. Table cn summarizes each sensor circuit calibration specifics and also lists

some other important information.

-
f'Jrim clCr\Sellsor Accelercmeier Load cen I] Loa" CelJ lll

Model EGA·l1SFIS· .SD ElF ·Te ll IS·' ELF·Te l l IS-'

Serial Number 93K9)J07· A04 93K93Jl 6·YOl 93K93Jl6·Y03

Range ,1:" '5 ±S Newl<NlS ± S Newlom

s.: n.il i~i\)' (@ I Sv) 14.6mV/g 17.12SmV/N IDS4mV IN

AOUIJD Giin I" 2596 '"
Filler Cutoff 72.J4Hz 72.34Hz NIA

R, 47011 220 ' 2<).
RI 80m 1781(} 1924(1

R2 8100 17770 19260

RJ 7940 msn 1917n.. ",n 1m. 19200

Table CII ' AC u: I an1 LC 2 specifications

C.2.1 Calibration

It should be noted that the gain values were obtained through trial and erro r.

Free fall tests were conducted during which the three sensor circuit outputs were

monitored. Because the Keithley data acquisition system AD converters accept ±10.0

volts, the gains of each circuit were adjusted to maximize the voltage range, Upon

completion of the trial and error free fall experiments, a 1O.0mv signal applied to
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each of the sensor inputs aided in obtaining the overall individual circuit gains. As a

calibration check, 109 and 50g masses were placed on both load cell sensors and

based upon their respective gains, verified. The accelerometer circuit gain was not

verified through any special test due to the difficulties associated with doing so. Free

fall tests concluded. however, thai the accelerometer responded with an acceptable

accuracy.

Calibration procedure of each sensor circuit is identical and exactly the same

as PS_I and PS_2. The gain of the AD521JD chip is adjusted to 125, 2596 and 241

as recorded in Table CII . Connect an appropriate calibration signal. for example , a

IOmV DC signal, to the positive input of the AD52lJD chip and ground the negative

input. Adjust the looKO potentiometer until the appropriate gain is reached. The

second required calibrat ion requires both inputs to be grounded. Once the inputs are

grounded. adjust the IOKOpotentiometer until the output is zero volts .

Notes: • Only the accelerometer sensor and Load Cell #1 are filtered prior to

being saln pled.

F1RUI'1! C6: GenericAC. LC_l and LC_2 circuil schematic.
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C.3 Pr ecision Voltage Reference

Generating the precision voltage references required by the live sensors is

accomplishedusing the Analog DevicesADS58JQ voltage referencechip. Precision

is maintained up to Ubils. FigureC7 contains the +1O.0v reference schematic and

Figure C8 contains the ±S.Ov reference schematic.

Figure C7: High precision+ 10.0 voltage reference schematic.

O.IIJF

2XtOOKn·20l\un

Figure C8: High precision±S.Ovvoltagc reference schematic.
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C.4 Motor Driver Circuit

Figures C9 and ClO contain the motor driver circuit schematics. There are

three main sub-circuits: Current limit circuit, Voltage Controlled Current Source

(VCCS) and a Shut Down circuit. The first stage divides the DAC voltage in two.

This limits stage one' s output voltage between ± 5.0v because the maximum DAC

range is ± 1O.0v. Stage two consists of a VCCS which provided an accurate method

of motor torque control. Maximum torque current is limited by the maximum output

of Stage one and equals ± 5.0A. Control of the feedback loop is provided by a power

operational amplifier , model PA03, manufactured by APEX. Its open loop gain

bandwidth is several decades greater than required by the experiment. To ensure

closed loop stability the bandwidth of the VCCS should be at least reduced to the

motor bandwidth: 327.5Hz. Using the Rate of Closure Technique(APEX application

note 16) a IOIJF capacitor in series with a 1500 resistor limited the bandwidth to

around 100Hz. This bandwidth also limits the robot' s vibrational modes from feeding

back and causing instability. Figure ClO, stage 3, provides a means by which the

PA03 can be turned off. If for some reason the Motor current exceeds 5amps stage 3

will disable the VCCS. Upper and Lower current limits are calibrated using +Vref

and -Vref respectively. By placing a voltmeter at + Vref, the 2000 resistor of the

voltage divider circuit allows the upper current limit to be set. The voltage reading is

one to one with the current. Adjustment of the lower current limit is exactly the

same. To reset the VCCS, if disabled. press and release the Preset switch.
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Figur e ell : VCCS Motor Driver schematic.

Figure CIO: VCCS Shut Down protection circuit.
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C.S Solenoid Release Circuit

Initiating the experiment is accomplished with the solenoid release circuit. It

is a v oltage Controlled Current Source. A start pulse originating from the contro l

software activates the VCCS which in rum energizes the solenoid. As the solenoid

nux return plate retracts the robot ann is released. Figure e ll contains the soleno id

release circuit.

F1gureCll : Solcooid release circuit schematic.
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Appendix D
Multiplexed Signal Reconstruction

0 .0 Signal Reconstruction Overview . .
0 .1 Adjacent Channel Delay .
0 .2 Sampling Rate ,
0 .3 Channel Time Rate of Change .
0.4 Results .

Figures
Figure 01. Uncompensated adjacent channel sampling effects
Figure 02 . Enlargment of Figure 0 1
Figure D3. Adjacent channel aquisition rate
Figure 04 . Channel reconstrucuon .
Figure 05 . Enlarged view of Figure 04 .
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D.O Signal Reconstruction Overview

The numer ical simulation comrot algorithm is based on the simultaneous

sampling of all six sensors. This was also desired in the d irect-drive robot ann

experiments. Since the K575 contains a single AID convene r chip the sampled

sensors in the experiment setup were multiplexed. For proper opera tion of the

feedback control algorithm it is required 10reconstruct the channel signals 10 make

not only the convener conversion lime transparent but also the delay associated with

channel selection.

The following three pieces of information are required for reconstructing the

five channels 10 mimic simultaneous samplfng:

1) Adjacent channel delay - (Section 0 .1).

2) Sampling rate , .6.t• (Section 0 .2).

3) Instantaneous magnitude time rate of change for each channel . (Section

D.3).

They are individually addressed in the following sections and examptes of the

reconstructed channel signals are compared to their original counterpans.

0 .1 Adjacent Channel Delay

The time delay between adjacent channel signal acquisition is predetermined.

It consists of the time delay associated with channel selection and signal conve rsion.

Both delays are very small and their evaluation requires a separate experiment from

the main experiment. The methodology employed in estimating this time delay is

indirect. however. extremely effective. All five channels of the Keithley 575, 0

through 4. are lied together and a 200Hz, lOy peak triangular reference signal

connected to Channel O. Channel 0 is the reference channel. It is assumed here that
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sufficient delay is incorporated into the sampling rate to accou nt for setup and hold

times of the channel selection and AID convener control vectors. Therefore. we

know thai the slope. Sr." of the triangular wave' s rising edge ;5 :

IIUI

TIme(....,)

FIIlUU Dl : Uncompensatedadjacenl channel samplingeffects.

The five channels are sampled sequentially and at T :::: 1f4004Hz

intervals and stored in a 1000 element array , Figure Dl illustrates this point. TIle

index data points, represented by "0 ". are sampled data points of Channel O. These

reference points indicate the beginning of the sample sequence and are T= 114004 ""

0.00024975s apart. Figure D2 is an ~n1arge view of Figure Ol . The reference

channel is indicated along with the corresponding amplhude values of the remaining 4

channels. The vertical group of amplirude data points. "0 ". would coincide with
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each other if there was no lime delay associated with channel selection and AID

conversion . Since the reference signal slope is known, S,tj, and the voltage difference

between adjacent channels can be determined by the general equation :

(02)

where i = 1, 2, 3, 4

Figure 02: Enlargementor Figure 0 1.

Then the time delay between adjacent channels can be determined as:

(D3)

where i = 1. 2, 3.4

From which the time delay between channel 0 and I , ChOand Ch2. ChO and 3. etc ..

can beevaluated.

Figure D3 illustrates the adjacent channel acquisition rate of the Keithley 575

data acquisition system Td",'l "" 36.43us = > ...27450.0Hz . Towards
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Figure 03 : Adjacent channel acquisitionrate.

the negative and positive peaks of th e reference sig nal rete the inabili ty of the

sampling rate, 4004Hz, to capture t he high frequency components. In Figure OJ the

tr iangula r peaks are a result of und er samp ling. Th e se peaks correspond to th e

reference signal 's peaks of Figure D1.

D.2 Sampling Rate

The Channel Sampling Rate is esse ntially the time inte rval at wh ich the

fee dback control system opera tes - ~t. A ControlInterrupt vec tor is generated based

up on th is set sam pling rate( 1602Hz ) and initiates a single ac q uisition cycle. This

sampling rate is c ritical and chosen such that interrupt vectors do not overlap each

other during both the five channel sampling sequence andcontrolsoftware execution.

If violated the interruptswill overlap, hall the software executionand maycause
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irrevokable dammage 10 the robo t . Optimi zing interrupt vecto r gene ration is based

upon ev aluating the time duration of each feedback control blocks. These time s are

summarized in table " of Section 3.4.2. Sincewe are conduct ing an experiment , the

ChannelSampling Rate being used is 4004Hz . This increases the experiment

resolutio n. hence the accu racy.

In summ ary, the Channel sampling Rale is known prior 10 conducting the

experiment.

D.3 Channel Time Rate of Change

Evaluating the instantaneou s time rate of change, S;/uI' for eac h of the five

sensor inputs is based upo n adjacent sam p le informati on of the same channel.

Equatio n 04 descr ibes the operat io n:

(04)

where i = 0,1.2.3,4

There fore, instantaneous slopes for the indi vidual channels a re determined based upon

the signa l sampling frequency and successive channel samples.

D.4 Results

Malhemat ically, channel signal rec onstruc tion is described by :
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where i = 1,2.3.4

F igure D4 illustrates the channel reconstruc tion results and Figure 5D emphasises the

methods accuracy, At the positive and negative peaks of the reconstructed signal. the

reconstruction dete riorates due to the high frequency components. Dominant

frequencies generated in the sensor signals during the actual robot ann are at least 10

times less than the sampling rate used (1602Hz). There fore , aliasing effects a rc

negligible.

I
j 0

!
-s

TimcCsec)

Figure 04 : Cbilll1ltJ reconstruction.

In summary. lite instantaneous slope foreach channel signal is detennined

based upon the current sample. its previous sample and the sampling race, Because

the time delay associated with channel selectionand AID conversion is known.

referencing channels I through 5 to channel 0 is accomplished by muhiplying the tota l

time delay for each channel, with respect to channel 0, by its instantaneous slopeand

subtracting the result fonn the curre nt sample.
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. 'gU Tf DS; Enlargedview or Figure 04.
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